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Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit entha¨lt zwei Teile. Beide bescha¨ftigen sich mit der Unter-
suchung von leichten Kernen.
Im ersten Teil wird die Struktur des exotischen Kerns 7He studiert. Ju¨ngste Ex-
perimente geben widersprechende Aussagen u¨ber die mo¨gliche Existenz des p1/2-
Spin-Bahnpartners des 7He Grundzustands mit einem dominanten p3/2− Einteilchen-
Charakter. Zur Kla¨rung dieser Frage wurde die Reaktion 7Li(d,2He)7He bei ei-
ner Einschussenergie von 171 MeV am Kernfysisch Versneller Insituut (KVI) in
Groningen untersucht. Das Experiment fand im April 2003 statt. Mit dem expe-
rimentellen Aufbau am KVI wurde eine Energieauflo¨sung von ∆E ≈ 150 keV in
den gemessenen Spektren erreicht, die geringer ist als die natu¨rliche Linienbreite
des 7He-Grundzustands. Das ungebundene 2He-System wurde identifiziert durch
die Koinzidenzmessungen der beiden Protonen mit kleiner relativer Energie. Die
Messungen erstrecken sich u¨ber einen Winkelbereich von Θcm = 0
◦ - 11.3◦. Fu¨r die
Entfaltung des Spektrums wurden bekannte Resonanzen, das Aufbruchverhalten
von 7He und quasifreie Ladungsaustauschbeitra¨ge verwendet, unter Beru¨cksichti-
gung der Cluster-Struktur von 7Li. Dabei weisen die experimentellen Ergebnisse
auf eine mo¨gliche niedrigligende Resonanz bei Ex = (1.45
+0.7
−0.5) MeV mit einer
Breite Γ = (2.0+1.0−1.1) MeV hin. Die Gamow-Teller Sta¨rke fu¨r die U¨berga¨nge zu
den niedrigsten Zusta¨nden in 7He stimmen mit theoretischen Vorhersagen eines
ab initio Quantum Monte-Carlo Modells u¨berein. Weiterhin wurde der spektro-
skopische Faktor Sn = 0.64 ± 0.09 des 7He Grundzustands (7He = 6He⊗n) mit
einer R-matrix Analyse extrahiert.
In dem zweiten Teil der Arbeit wird der Deuteronaufbruch in der 2H(e,e′) Re-
aktion unter einem Streuwinkel Θ = 180◦ untersucht. Die Messungen wurden
am supraleitendem Darmsta¨dter Elektronenlinearbeschleuniger S-DALINAC bei
Einschussenergien E0 von 27.8 MeV und 74 MeV im Ma¨rz und April 2006 durch-
gefu¨hrt. Bei niedrigen Impulsu¨bertra¨gen (q = 0.28 fm−1 bzw. 0.73 fm−1) do-
minieren magnetische U¨berga¨nge den Aufbruchwirkungsquerschnitt. Daher kann
man aus den gemessenen Wirkungsquerschnitten an der Aufbruchschwelle die
Wirkungsquerschnitte fu¨r den Einfangprozess np −→ dγ extrahieren unter Ver-
wendung des Prinzips des detaillierten Gleichgewichtes. Die genaue Information
u¨ber diesen Prozess ist von großem Interesse fu¨r die Big-Bang Nukleosynthese
(BBN). Die experimentellen Daten sind in guter U¨bereinstimmung mit theoreti-
schen Vorhersagen unter Verwendung eines Nukleon-Nukleon Potentials (Bonn-B)
und unter Einschluss von Mesonaustausch-Stro¨me und Isobarkonfigurationen.
Summary
The present work contains two parts, both devoted to the investigation of light
nuclei.
In the first part of the thesis the structure of the exotic 7He nucleus is stu-
died. The disappearance of the usual magic numbers in extremely neutron-rich
nuclei implies a considerable modification in the spin-orbit interaction. Recent
experiments yield contradictory results about a possible existence of the p1/2−
spin-orbit partner of the 7He ground state with a dominant p3/2− single-particle
character. In order to clarify this question a study of the 7Li(d,2He)7He reaction
has been performed using a 171 MeV deuteron beam provided by the cyclotron
at Kernfysisch Versneller Insituut (KVI) in Groningen. The experiment was car-
ried out in April 2003. The setup at KVI offers a resolution ∆E ≈ 150 keV
(FWHM) in the measured spectra, better than the line width of the ground
state of 7He. The unbound 2He system was identified by detecting coincidences
between two protons with small relative energy. The data were taken over the
angular range Θcm = 0
◦ - 11.3◦. A possible resonance at an excitation energy
Ex = (1.45
+0.7
−0.5) MeV with a width Γ = (2.0
+1.0
−1.1) MeV is suggested by a decompo-
sition of the spectrum using known resonances, the breakup behaviour of 7He and
quasifree charge-exchange contributions, taking into account the cluster structure
of 7Li. Gamow-Teller strengths for transitions to the lowest states in 7He are in
remarkable agreement with results from ab initio Quantum Monte Carlo calcula-
tions. The neutron spectroscopic factor Sn = 0.64 ± 0.09 of the 7He ground state
(7He = 6He⊗n) is extracted by an R-matrix analysis.
In the second part of the thesis the deuteron breakup has been studied in the
2H(e,e′) reaction at Θ = 180◦. The present measurements were performed in
March and April 2006 at the superconducting Darmstadt electron linear accele-
rator S-DALINAC at an incident electron energy E0 = 27.8 MeV and 74 MeV.
At low momentum transfer (q = 0.28 fm−1 and 0.73 fm−1, respectively) magne-
tic transitions are expected to give the dominant contributions to the breakup
cross sections. Thus, the measured deuteron-electrodisintegration cross section at
threshold can be used to obtain the cross section for the np −→ dγ reaction apply-
ing the principle of detailed balance. The accurate information about this process
is of great interest in nuclear astrophysics, specifically with regard to Big-Bang
nucleosynthesis. The experimental data are in excellent agreement with theoreti-
cal calculations based on a nucleon-nucleon potential model (Bonn-B), under the
inclusion of meson-exchange and isobar effects.
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PART I:
Search for the p1/2− Resonance in
7He
with the 7Li(d,2He) Reaction
1 Introduction
In recent years the study of the structure and the reaction mechanisms involving
light exotic nuclei has lead to the development of new theoretical models based on
ab initio methods [1,2] and also on refined operator methods like unitary correla-
tion operator method UCOM [3]. Due to novel experimental techniques and the
rapid progress in the production of radioactive beams various unexpected pheno-
mena have been observed at the drip lines which can not be explained within the
traditional models used for stable nuclei. As an example, nuclear halo states have
been found in a number of light nuclei close to the nucleon drip lines. In simple
words, nuclear haloes are clouds of nucleons extending well beyond the surface of
a bound core with protons and neutrons. But there is no precise definition when
a nuclear state should be called a halo state. For example, the matter radius for
such systems should be significantly larger than the standard nuclear radius, and
a halo system should divide into clusters that have a larger distance from each
other than in usual nuclei. The pairing is very important in loosely bound sy-
stems. This is most remarkably seen in the helium isotopes. Adding one neutron
to 4He yields 5He which is unbound. However, adding two neutrons to the 4He
6He will be formed which is a bound, two neutron halo nucleus. Continuation to-
wards the neutron dripline, the story repeats itself with 7He and 8He. Continuing
even further 9He is reached and the doubly magic nucleus 10He. Thus, thorough
investigations of the neutron-rich He isotopes have demonstrated their dominant
α - cluster structure [4], leading to a two-neutron halo in 6He and a peculiar 4n +
α structure in 8He while the odd-mass isotopes 5,7He are particle-unbound. Still
many open questions regarding the structure of the unstable proton and neutron
rich nuclei have to be answered [5]. The investigations, that are presented in this
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Fig. 1.1: Simplified view of the 7He halo nucleus consisting of two protons (dark)
and five neutrons (light grey).
work, focus on the experimental study of the unbound 7He system. A simplified
view of the 7He nucleus can be seen in Fig. 1.1.
The main reason for investigating 7He has been a recent very interesting observa-
tion which was reported by Meister et al [6]. In this work a Jpi = 1/2− resonance
at excitation energy Ex = 0.56(10) MeV with a width Γ = 0.75(8) MeV was obser-
ved. This state, assumed to be the spin-orbit partner of the 7He ground state, was
populated in a 8He breakup reaction on a 12C target at 227 MeV/nucleon. Such a
low value for the spin-orbit splitting is at variance with typical values of 5 - 6 MeV
observed in heavier nuclei like 15O, 17O or 39Ca. Even in case of 5He, the spin-orbit
splitting is believed to be significantly larger at around 4 MeV. The strength of
the spin-orbit force is measured by the energy splitting of spin-orbit partners. For
halo-nuclei in general little is known about the spin-orbit splitting, except that
one could argue that the large radial extent of the excess nucleons might signifi-
cantly reduce the spin-orbit interaction (Vs.o. ∼ 1r ∂V (r)∂r ). The observation of the
spin-orbit partner in 7He could thus shed light upon the spin-orbit interaction in
neutron-halo nuclei with important consequences for the understanding of their
structure.
The 7He nucleus has been studied in various experiments. The ground state (g.s.)
is fairly well known and was for the first time observed by Stokes and Young in
1967 in a (t,3He) reaction [7]. This is a comparatively long-lived resonance with
a total width Γ ≈ 160 keV which is situated at about 440 keV above the (6He
+ n) threshold. It was more than 30 years later when an excited state was found
in this exotic nucleus. The state was observed in the p(8He,d)7He reaction by
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Korsheninnikov et al. [8] at Ex = 2.9 MeV with a width of Γ = 1.9 MeV. It was
also found that it predominantly decays to the first excited state of 6He (Jpi =
2+). This led to a spin assignment of Jpi = 5/2− for the new resonance. Another
broad state at Ex = 2.9 MeV and evidence for a further resonance at 5.8 MeV
excitation energy with a large width between 3 and 5 MeV were found in [9]. The
work of Meister et al. [6] prompted a number of new measurements. Studies of the
7He structure through the neutron-transfer reaction d(6He,p)7He [10] contradict
the finding of Ref. [6]. No resonances except the ground state have been seen in
the excitation energy region up to 8 MeV. Moreover, in recent experiment [11,
12] investigating isobaric analog states of the 7He in 7Li through the p(6He,n)
compound nucleus reaction no evidence for a low-lying 1/2− resonance was found.
The authors suggest a broad 1/2− state above Ex ≈ 2.3 MeV in 7He, the highest
energy accessible in their experiment. However, based on continuum shell-model
calculations it has been pointed out [13] that the resonance with the parameters
of Ref. [6] would not be detectable in the particular kinematics chosen in Ref. [12].
On the other hand, in a rather recent work [14] the results of the p(8He,d)7He
experiment also indicated the low-lying excited state with parameters Ex = 0.9
± 0.5 MeV, Γ = 1.0 ± 0.9 MeV. Finally, the recent d(6He,p)7He experiment
performed at Argonne National Laboratory [15] is not consistent with the result
of Meister et al. [6] since it suggests a broad resonance structure between 2 and
3 MeV excitation energy with Γ = 2 MeV, which could correspond to a 1/2−
state.
The present work provides an alternative access to this important question by uti-
lizing the 7Li(d,2He)7He charge-exchange reaction at zero degrees, where Gamow-
Teller (GT) transitions are selectively excited. This reaction at intermediate ener-
gies has been developed recently as a high-resolution spectroscopic tool for the
study of GT strength distributions [16]. Like the 7He ground state, the Jpi = 3/2−
g.s. of the 7Li is also interpreted as 1p3/2 single-particle state. Gamow-Teller tran-
sitions populating spin-orbit partners - like the 1p3/2 and 1p1/2 state - should
have similar strengths. This is also predicted by Green’s Function Monte Carlo
(GFMC) calculations. Since the g.s. is sufficiently populated in a charge-exchange
reaction [7], a low-lying resonance in 7He with parameters from Ref. [6] should
give a clear signal. The unbound diproton system is referred to as 2He, if the two
protons couple to an 1S0, T = 1 state. Thus, because of the quantum numbers
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of the initial and final particles (d and 2He, respectively), the (d,2He) reaction
induces exclusively pure spin-isospin excitations. Experimentally, the 1S0 state is
selected by limiting the relative energy of the two-proton system to 1 MeV in
their detection.
The measurement of the (d,2He) reaction requires the coincident detection of the
outgoing protons with small opening angle, close to the direction of the incident
deuteron. In this case the use of a magnetic spectrometer with a large momentum-
acceptance and with a detector system capable of simultaneously detecting both
protons is needed. With this type of setup a rather high resolution can be achieved.
However, the difficulty of such measurements resides in the capability of the
detection system to suppress the tremendous random background due to the
breakup of the deuteron on the target and its ability to filter out the valid 2He
events. The (d,2He) probe is of pure spin-flip nature and even more selective than
(n,p) and (t,3He) reactions, where non-spin-flip transitions can compete.
The Part I of this thesis is organized in the following way. In Chapter 2 some of
the theoretical tools used for the interpretation of the present data are introduced.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the description of the experimental setup and procedu-
re. Chapter 4 deals with the analysis methods to extract observables from the
measured quantities. The extraction of the Gamow-Teller strength for low-lying
states in 7He is discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 gives the results of an R-matrix
analysis that yields the spectroscopic factor of the 7He ground state. Chapter 7
presents a short discussion about the higher-lying structure in the 7He nucleus.
A summary and outlook given in Chapter 8 conclude the first part. Main results
of the present part are published in [17,18].
4
2 Theoretical background
The following sections present the basic concepts for the theoretical calculations
performed in this thesis. After a general approach towards the scattering forma-
lism, the distorted wave description of nucleon-nucleus scattering is presented,
which is then used for the calculations of the angular distributions. A more com-
plete account of scattering theory and of the Distorted Wave Born Approximation
(DWBA) can be found in [19–21]. Section 2.4 deals with a short introduction to
the shell model. The one-body transition densities calculated within the shell mo-
del code can be used for the DWBA calculations. Chapter 2.6 gives an overview
of the Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) model. The GT strengths obtained from
the experimental data can be compared with ab initio QMC calculations. The
description of the QMC model was extracted from the original papers [22–26].
2.1 Scattering formalism
The scattering of a particle from a potential V (r) is described by the time-
independent Schro¨dinger equation
(H − E)ψ(~k, ~r) = 0, (2.1)
where the Hamiltonian H can be divided into two parts
H = H0 + V. (2.2)
The first part H0, describes the unperturbed motion of the system and the se-
cond, V , the interaction, which disappears for sufficiently large separation of the
interacting particles of the system. The energy in the center-of-mass system is
denoted by E. The particle is represented by a wave function ψ that has to be
a solution of equation (2.1). The solution has to be found with the boundary
condition that the total wave function must have the asymptotic behavior of an
incoming plane wave and an outgoing spherical wave
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ψ(~k, ~r) −→ φ+ f(Θ)e
ikr
r
, (2.3)
where r is the relative distance between the particles in the entrance channel, k
is the wave vector, φ is a plane wave and f(Θ) is the scattering amplitude which
is connected to the differential cross sections by
dσ
dΩ
(Θ) = |f(Θ)|2. (2.4)
The Schro¨dinger equation (2.1) can also be expressed in integral form. In this
case the formal solution is usually called the Lippmann-Schwinger equation and
can be represented as
Ψ(±) = Φ+G±0 VΨ
±, (2.5)
or in Dirac notation
|ψ±〉 = |φ〉+G±0 V |ψ±〉, (2.6)
where the G0 is the Green’s function of the unperturbed equation
G±0 =
1
E −H0±iε. (2.7)
Thus, rewriting (2.5) using the relation (2.7) for the Green function one gets
Ψ(±) = Φ+
1
E −H0±iεVΨ
±. (2.8)
In general the Lippmann-Schwinger equation has two solutions. The first consists
of a plane wave and an outgoing scattered wave and is usually indicated with a ’+’.
The second solution is a plane wave plus an ingoing scattered wave denoted with
a ’−’. The Green’s function operator G0 can be used to define the T transition
operator as
T± = V + V G±0 T
±, (2.9)
with the transition matrix element
Tfi = 〈φ|T+|φ〉 = 〈φ|V |ψ+〉, (2.10)
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where i and f are used to label the initial and final scattering wave functions.
The state vector |ψ±〉 in (2.6) and the T matrix operator in (2.9) can be seen as
a series expansion in V . Their iterated forms are
|ψ±〉 = |φ〉+G±0 V |φ〉+G±0 V G±0 V |φ〉+ ... (2.11)
and
T± = V + V G±0 T
± + V G±0 V G
±
0 V + ..., (2.12)
respectively. The two series can be approximated by taking only the first n terms
into account, which is called Born approximation to nth order. In the second series
G±0 propagates the particle from scattering to scattering point. Taking only the
first n terms into account, one limits the nuclear reaction to a n-step scattering
process. The matrix element Tfi defined in (2.10) can be related to the scattering
amplitude
f(Θ) = − µ
2pih¯2
Tfi (2.13)
with µ being the reduced mass of the system.
2.2 Distorted wave Born approximation and op-
tical potential
For the treatment of the charge-exchange reaction the Distorted Wave Born Ap-
proximation is used. This takes into account the elastic scattering of the incident
particles before the reaction, and of the emergent particles afterwards [27,28]. To
treat the scattering process in DWBA, the potential V is usually split into two
parts
V = U +W. (2.14)
The optical potential U describes the elastic scattering and is responsible for
the distortion of the incoming and outgoing waves. The potential W contains the
residual interaction and accounts for the inelasticity. The scattering problem with
the potential U alone has a known solution χ which fulfils the equation
7
(H0 + U)χ
± = Eχ±. (2.15)
Thus, replacing the plane wave in equation (2.6) by the distorted wave one can
express the wave state vector |ψ±〉 in terms of the wave functions |χ±〉
|ψ±DW 〉 = |χ±〉+G±UW |ψ±DW 〉, (2.16)
where G±U belongs to the Hamiltonian HU = H0 + U . Applying equations (2.11)
and (2.12) the transition matrix element can be than written as
Tfi = 〈φ|U |χ+〉+ 〈χ−|W |ψ+〉, (2.17)
where i and f are used to label the initial and final scattering wave functions,
respectively. In the DWBA the state vector |ψ+〉 is replaced by the distorted wave
state vector |ψ+DW 〉 defined in (2.16) and is approximated to the first order in the
series expansion. This allows to calculate the transition matrix in DWBA as
T fiDWBA(post) = 〈χ−|W |ψ+DWBA〉. (2.18)
The form of the transition matrix derived in (2.18) is called post representation.
The prior representation of the transition matrix, which is derived from the time-
reversed reaction, can be calculated to be
T fiDWBA(prior) = 〈ψ−DWBA|W |χ+〉. (2.19)
It can be shown that the post and the prior form are identical
T fiDWBA = 〈χ−|W |ψ+DWBA〉 = 〈ψ−DWBA|W |χ+〉. (2.20)
The distorted waves χ± are obtained from solving the Schro¨dinger equation (2.15)
with the optical potential U from the relation (2.14). The conventional form of
this potential contains real and imaginary parts of central and spin-orbit type. In
analogy with optics the real part of the potential describes the scattering in the
dispersive medium, while the imaginary part corresponds to the absorption. The
standard form of the optical potential is parameterized as
8
V (r) = −VRf(r, r0, a0) + i4aIWD d
dr
f(r, rI , aI)− iWSf(r, rI , aI) (2.21)
+ VLS
(
h¯
mpic
)2
(~L · ~S)1
r
d
dr
f(r, rLS, aLS) + VCoul.
Usually for the description of the real part of the potential the Woods-Saxon
shape for the central term VR and the Thomas form for the spin-orbit term VLS
is chosen. The imaginary part is split into two parts named volume and surface,
where the volume term WS has the Woods-Saxon form and the surface term WD
is described by the derivative of the Woods-Saxon form. The radial form factors
of Woods-Saxon type in equation (2.21) can be written as
f(r, rx, ax) =
1
1 + exp((r − rxA1/3)/ax) (2.22)
with radius r, diffuseness a and x = 0, I, LS. The Coulomb potential VCoul is assu-
med to be the potential generated by a uniformly charged sphere of radius rcA
1/3,
where A is the mass number of the nucleus.
Ordinary DWBA calculations may give rise to ambiguities in the interpretation
of the experimental differential cross sections for the A(d,2He)B reaction, where
A is the target and B is the residual nucleus. The 2He system is in reality a pair of
protons coupled to the 1S0 state. The disagreement of the theoretical calculations
with experimental data can be explained by the fact that the optical potential of
two fragments in a three-body channel does not resemble elastic optical potentials
obtained in a two-body channel. Furthermore, no phenomenological information
is available on the 2He-nucleus interaction.
Instead of treating both, the incident and the exit channel, in DWBA, in the
present work, the adiabatic approximation method [29–31] is applied that uses a
three-body wave function in the exit channel rather than using an artificial final
state distorting interaction between 2He and the final nucleus. The transition
amplitude for (d,2He) reaction looks like
T fiDWBA = 〈χ−2He(~r)ψ2He(~x1−2)Ψf |V |Ψiφdχ+d (~r)〉, (2.23)
where the projectile and ejectile wave functions of the incident and exit channels
are denoted by φd and ψ2He, the target wave functions by Ψi and Ψf and the
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distorted waves by χ+d and χ
−
2He, respectively. The relative coordinate between
projectile and target is represented by ~r and the relative distance between two
protons by ~x1−2. The incident channel wave function is generated using the con-
ventional optical potential whereas the exit channel wave function is treated in
the adiabatic approximation. The three-body wave function |ψ+〉 = |χ−2Heψ2He〉
in the exit channel satisfies the Schro¨dinger equation[
− h¯
2
2µB−12
∇2r +
∑
i=1,2
ViB(~r, ~x1−2) +H12 − E
]
ψ+(~kB−12, ~k1−2;~r, ~x1−2) = 0,
(2.24)
with the reduced mass µB−12 in the final state. If the condition E À ²pp is fulfilled,
where ²pp is the relative energy between two protons, the excitation within the
1-2 system 2He can be neglected, i.e. the sub-Hamiltonian H12 is replaced by
its eigenvalue ²pp. This is known as adiabatic or sudden approximation. Similar
to common DWBA the interaction ViB of protons i = 1, 2 with the residual
nucleus B is approximated by an optical potential evaluated at 1
2
(E − ²pp). The
DWBA technique adapted to the (d,2He) reaction is used to calculate angular
distributions of differential cross sections. The calculations require the definition
of the transition, an effective interaction, a deuteron optical potential for the
entrance channel and a proton optical potential for the exit channel.
2.3 Effective interaction
In order to calculate the transition matrix element Tfi, an effective interaction
between the nucleons of the projectile and the target is needed. This effective
interaction is, in general, very complicated. It depends on the incident energy
and on specific properties of projectile and target. The simplest method for the
description of the cross section is based on the impulse approximation (IA) with
plane or distorted waves (PWIA/DWIA, respectively). This approach is valid at
incident energies above ∼ 100 MeV/nucleon and assumes that the interaction
takes place between only one nucleon of the projectile and one of the target in a
single collision. Furthermore, the effective interaction is assumed to be the free
nucleon-nucleon interaction. The effective interaction used in this work is the T-
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matrix interaction parameterized by Love and Franey [32,33].
The effective nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction is a sum of central (C), spin-orbit
(LS) and tensor (T) terms and usually has a form
Vip = V
C
ip (r) + V
L
ipS(r)~L · ~S + V Tip (r)~Sip. (2.25)
The three parts can be split up again into their spin and isospin dependence
V Cip (r) = V
C
0 (r) + V
C
σ (r)~σi · ~σp + V Cτ (r)~τi~τp + V Cστ (r)~σi · ~σp~τi · ~τp, (2.26)
V LSip = V
LS(r) + V LSτ (r)~τi · ~τp, (2.27)
V Tip = V
T (r) + V Tτ (r)~τi · ~τp, (2.28)
where p is referred to a projectile nucleon and i to a target nucleon, r = rip is the
distance between participating nucleons, and ~Sip is the tensor operator.
For small momentum transfer q and large Ecm values the simplest approach to
construct an effective NN-interaction can be used, i.e. using the free transition
matrix element t0NN as zero-range effective interaction
Vip = t
0
NN(E, q)δ(~rip). (2.29)
The NN scattering amplitude is usually expressed in a form
M(Ecm,Θ) = A+B~σi ·~n ~σp ·~n+C(~σi ·~n+ ~σp ·~n)+E~σi ·~q ~σp ·~q+F ~σi · ~Q~σp · ~Q, (2.30)
where the coefficients A,B,C,E, and F are functions of the center-of-mass energy
Ecm, of the scattering angle Θ, and of the two-body isospin, e.g. A = A0+A1~τi~τp.
The unit vectors ~q, ~Q,~n can be calculated from
~n = ~k × ~k′ , ~q = ~k − ~k′, ~Q = ~k + ~k′. (2.31)
An approximation of the effective interaction can be obtained by assuming a
local finite-range form of effective nucleon-nucleon interaction. In this case the
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parameters of Vip have to be adjusted until the NN transition matrix element is
reproduced in momentum space [32]
t0NN =
−4pi(h¯2c)2
Ecm
M =
∫
e−i
~k~rVip(1− ~Pip)ei~k~rd~r, (2.32)
where the operator ~Pip is the exchange operator which generates antisymmetri-
zation.
Since only the spin-isospin components are involved in the (d,2He) reaction, the
interaction from (2.25) is given by
Vip = [V
C
στ (rip)(~σi · ~σp) + V Tστ (rip)~Sip]~τi · ~τp. (2.33)
An explicit representation for the interaction coefficients as a sum of Yukawa
terms for the central part and as a sum of r2× Yukawa terms for the tensor part
is given in [32].
2.4 Shell model and one-body transition densi-
ties
The nuclear shell model was discovered in the late 40’s and has provided a suc-
cessful approach to the microscopic description of nuclear structure. For instance,
one-body transition densities can be calculated from model wave functions of the
nuclear states using shell model codes like OXBASH [34]. The basic assumption
of the nuclear shell model is that, to first order, each nucleon moves indepen-
dently in an average field. Thus, the nuclear interaction can be approximated by
an average central potential. Because of the special character of the interaction,
namely being a short-range attractive force, and because of the Pauli principle,
the shell-model potential is essentially constant at the center of the nucleus and
goes quickly to zero at the nuclear surface. An important representation of this
behaviour is given by the Woods-Saxon potential
V (r) = −V0f(r, r0, a0) (2.34)
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where f(r, r0, a0) is defined in Eq. (2.22), the well depth V0 is of the order of
50 MeV. To the nuclear potential V (r) one must add the Coulomb potential
VCoul(r) and a spin-orbit part VLS(r)~L · ~S, which is required to give a correct
description of the observed shell closures and remove the degeneracy of states
with the same orbital angular momentum L. In case of a Woods-Saxon potential
the Schro¨dinger equation has to be solved numerically. Analytic forms of the
nuclear wave functions can be obtained by using an easily tractable harmonic-
oscillator potential
V (r) = −V0 +mω2r2/2 (2.35)
and neglecting the spin-orbit force. Here, V0 is the well depth, m is the mass of
a nucleon and ω is the oscillator frequency of the simple harmonic motion of the
particle. As r increases, the potential tends to infinity. The energy levels of the
harmonic-oscillator potential are given by
ENL = [2(N − 1) + L+ 3/2]h¯ω, (2.36)
where N is the radial quantum number and L is the orbital angular momentum.
The nuclear potential can be written as a sum of the two-body interactions Vij
which take place between the nucleons inside the nucleus
V =
A∑
i>j
Vij =
A∑
i
Vi +
A∑
i>j
Wij, (2.37)
where Vi is the average mean-field potential the i
th nucleon feels as a result of
the combined force of the rest of the nucleons and Wij represents the residu-
al interactions which can not be incorporated into the average potential. The
mean-field potential Vi causes completely independent motion of the nucleons
and leads to pure single-particle wave functions. The residual interactions per-
turb this picture and cause the nuclear wave function to become a superposition
of the single-particle states. This situation is known as configuration mixing.
Considering Eq. (2.37) the nuclear Hamiltonian becomes
H =
A∑
i
h¯2p2i
2m
+
A∑
i
Vi(~ri) +
A∑
i>j
Wij(| ~ri − ~rj |), (2.38)
where the first term denotes the kinetic energy of the individual nucleons and
the next two terms represent the potential. A schematic view of the 7He nucleus
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Fig. 2.1: Schematic representation of the 7He nucleus in the shell model.
within the shell model can be seen in Fig. 2.1. When applying the approximation
described in previous sections, the scattered particle plays the role of a one-body
operator acting on the target nucleons. Thus, any inelastic nuclear transition can
be written as a superposition of single-particle transitions taking target nucleons
from an orbit j to an orbit j ′ with amplitudes Sj
′j
J .
The separation of nuclear-structure interaction contributions to the scattering
amplitude is achieved by performing a multipole expansion of the effective inter-
action in momentum space [35], giving
Tfi =
2
pi
∑
α βJM
(−1)M
∫
vβα(q,Q)〈χf |Tˆ−M(β)LSJ |χi〉〈ΦMfJf |
A∑
j=1
Tˆ
M(α)
LSJ (j)|ΦMiJi 〉q2dq
(2.39)
with parameters Q and q defined in equation (2.31), α and β represent the
quantum numbers of the projectile and target, respectively, vβα(q,Q) are Bessel
transformations of the various parts of the effective interaction and Tˆ
M(α,β)
LSJ are
spherical tensor operators. Using the Wigner-Eckart theorem the nuclear matrix
element can be written as
〈ΦMfJf |
A∑
j=1
TˆMLSJ(j)|ΦMiJi 〉 (2.40)
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= (−1)Jf−Mf
 Jf J Ji
−Mf M Mi
 〈ΦJf || A∑
J=1
TˆLSJ(j)||ΦJi〉.
The reduced matrix element in equation (2.40) can be expressed as a sum of
single-particle matrix elements 〈j ′||TˆLSJ ||j〉 weighted with so-called one-body
transition densities Sj
′j
J (Jf , Ji)
〈ΦJf ||
A∑
J=1
TˆLSJ(j)||ΦJi〉 =
∑
j ′j
Sj
′j
J (Jf , Ji)〈j ′||TˆLSJ ||j〉, (2.41)
which are defined as
Sj
′j
J (Jf , Ji) = −
1√
2J + 1
〈ΦJf ||[β†j ′ β˜j]||ΦJi〉. (2.42)
Here, β†j ′ is a creation operator producing a particle with angular momentum j
′
and β˜j an annihilation operator creating a hole state with angular momentum j.
2.5 Cross sections and Gamow-Teller strength
The differential cross section of a scattering reaction A(a,b)B is connected to the
transition matrix element via the following relation [28]
dσ
dΩ
=
µiµf
(2pih¯2)2
kf
ki
1
2
Jˆ−2A
∑
MA,MB ,ma,mb
|T (MA,MB,ma,mb)|2. (2.43)
Here µi, µf are the reduced masses of the respective particles, Jˆ ≡
√
2J + 1 is
a spin factor and the sum is over the spin projections in the initial and final
states respectively. According to the DWBA, the transition matrix element from
Eq. (2.20) can be expressed as
TDWfi =
∫
χ−∗f (~r, ~k ′)〈Φf |
A∑
j
tjp|Φi〉χ+i (~r,~k)d3r, (2.44)
where the transition operator tjp in the momentum representation is identical to
the NN t-matrix (Eq. 2.32) and can be written in the following way
tip = VST (rjp)(1− ~Pjp)Oˆj(ST )Oˆp(ST ), (2.45)
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where ~Pip interchanges target nucleon i and projectile, and operators Oˆ are defi-
ned as
Oˆ(ST ) =
 ~σ~τ S = 1, T = 1 (GT )~τ S = 0, T = 1 (F ). (2.46)
The transition matrix is most useful in its momentum representation
TDWfi =
∫
t(q)ρST (q)D(q, k, k
′)d3q. (2.47)
Here t(q) is the Fourier transform of the interaction, ρST (q) is the transition
density and D is the distortion factor
t(q) = 4pi
∫
V (r)[j0(qr) + (−1)ljl(kr)]r2dr = JST (q), (2.48)
ρST (q) = 〈ΦB|
A∑
j
Oˆj(ST )ei~q~r|ΦA〉 · 〈b|Oˆa(ST )|a〉, (2.49)
D(q, k, k ′) =
1
(2pi)3
∫
χ−∗f (~r,~k
′)χ+(~r,~k)e−i~q~rd3r, (2.50)
where JST is the volume integral of the relevant interaction, l is the angular
momentum transfer and j is the modified Bessel function.
The transition density ρST reduces to a single term under the assumption that
only angular momentum transfer ∆l = 0 is important for small-angle scattering.
Under this assumption
ρST (q) = I0(q)MST
√
2JA + 1
√
2S + 1
√
8 (2.51)
×
∑
Ms
 JA JB S
MA −MB Ms
 Ja Jb S
ma −mb Ms
 (−1)JB−Ma−Ms ,
where, again under the assumption of the small momentum transfer,
I0(q) =
∫
|R(r)|2j0(qr)r2dr ' exp(−1
6
q2〈r2〉ρ). (2.52)
Here 〈r2〉ρ is the mean-square radius of the transition density. The reduced matrix
elements MST correspond to Gamow-Teller and Fermi strengths, respectively:
|MST |2 =
 12JA+1 |〈JB||στ±||JA〉|2 = B(GT ) S = 11
2JA+1
|〈JB||τ±||JA〉|2 = B(F ) S = 0
(2.53)
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Using the eikonal approximation for the distorted waves an approximation for
the distortion factor D can be obtained
D(q, k, k ′) ' exp1
2
[−xA1/3 + p(ω)]δ(| ~k ′ − ~k| − ~q)eiφ (2.54)
=
√
NDδ(| ~k ′ − ~k| − ~q).
Here p(ω) is a second-order polynomial and ω = Ex−Q is the energy loss, φ and
x come from the real and imaginary part of the optical potential, respectively.
Inserting Eqs. (2.48) - (2.54) into the Eq. (2.47) and performing the integration,
for q = 0 one can obtain a simple form of the transition matrix element [36]
|Tfi|2(q = 0) = NDB(ST )|JST |2(2JA + 1)(2S + 1) (2.55)
×
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
Ms
 JA JB S
MA −MB Ms
 Ja Jb S
ma −mb Ms
 (−1)JB−Ma−Ms
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
.
The relation between the cross section and the Gamow-Teller strength can be seen
in the expression (2.43). Summation over projections of spin (ja = jb = 1/2), for
a (n,p)- or (p,n)- reaction, provides the result [37]
dσ(q = 0)
dΩ
=
(
µ
pih¯2
)2
kf
ki
NDJ
2
στB(GT ), (2.56)
which is also a good approximation for the (d,2He) reaction.
2.6 Ab initio Quantum Monte Carlo method
Since the standard shell model fails to describe many of the essential features
of light exotic nucleus 7He, the experimental results discussed in this thesis are
compared with those from the ab initio Quantum Monte Carlo model. In the last
decade, the QMC method has been developed into a powerful tool for description
of light nuclei (up to A = 12) using realistic two-nucleon (NN) and three-nucleon
(NNN) potentials. It gives precise spectroscopic information like radii, excitati-
on energies, moments, transition strengths, binding energies, etc. The quantum
Monte Carlo methods consist of variational Monte Carlo (VMC) and Green’s
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function Monte Carlo (GFMC) methods. The VMC is an approximate method
that is used as a starting point for the more accurate GFMC calculations. The
GFMC method starts from the trial function, which is obtained by the VMC,
and makes a Euclidean propagation that converges to the lowest energy for the
investigated nuclear state with given quantum numbers Jpi and T .
The Hamiltonian used in the calculations includes a nonrelativistic one-body ki-
netic energy Ki, the Argonne v18 two-nucleon potential [38] and the Urbana IX
three-nucleon potential [39],
H =
∑
i
Ki +
∑
i<j
vij +
∑
i<j<k
Vijk. (2.57)
The two-nucleon potential vij can be written as a sum of electromagnetic and
one-pion exchange terms and a shorter-range phenomenological part [1]. The
Urbana potential Vijk is presented as a sum of two-pion-exchange and shorter-
range phenomenological terms.
The variational method (VMC) can be used to obtain approximate solutions to
the many-body Schro¨dinger equation for different nuclear systems. The method
finds an upper bound, ET , to an eigenenergy of H by evaluating the expectation
value of H in a trial wave function ΨT . The parameters in ΨT are varied to
minimize ET , and the lowest value is taken as the approximate energy. A good
variational trial function is defined as
|ΨT 〉 =
[
1 +
∑
i<j<k
UˆTNIijk
][
S
∏
i<j
(1 + Uˆij)
]
|ΨJ〉. (2.58)
Here Uˆij and Uˆ
TNI
ijk are non-commuting two- and three-nucleon correlation ope-
rators, S is the symmetrization operator and the ΨJ is the totally antisymmetric
Jastrow function which determines the quantum numbers of the nuclear state
being investigated. The correlation operator Uˆij includes spin, isospin, and tensor
terms induced by the two-nucleon potential, while UˆTNIijk reflects the structure of
the dominant parts of the three-nucleon interaction.
By using the GFMC method [40], one is able to determine binding energies and
energies of low-lying excited states. In other words, the aim of the GFMC is to
project out the exact lowest energy state, |Ψ0〉 = limτ→∞exp[−(H − E0)τ ]|ΨT 〉,
where τ is the imaginary time. The |Ψ0〉 is associated with a chosen set of quan-
tum numbers from the approximation |ΨT 〉 given by Eq. (2.58). The eigenvalue
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E0 is calculated exactly while other expectation values are generally estimated
neglecting terms of order ||Ψ0〉 − |ΨT 〉|2 and higher. In contrast, the error in
the variational energy is of order ||Ψ0〉 − |ΨT 〉|2, and other expectation values
calculated with |ΨT 〉 have errors of order ||Ψ0〉 − |ΨT 〉|.
2.7 R-matrix theory
R-matrix theory [41] is one of the essential tools for reliable interpretation of
nuclear reaction and scattering data. It is particularly important for the extrac-
tion of the resonance parameters of an investigated state. For instance, one can
experimentally obtain the observed reduced width which is the decisive quantity
for the determination of the spectroscopic factor. Spectroscopic factors are ba-
sic quantities characterizing the single-particle nature of nuclear excitations and
therefore serve as an important test of wave functions calculated with recently
developed ab initio methods. It can also be compared to the classical nuclear
shell-model calculations. Using the (d,2He) reaction with good energy resolution
for a study of the structure of 7He one gets new information about the g.s. reso-
nance parameters and then in the frame of an R-matrix analysis one can obtain
the neutron spectroscopic factor, assuming that the Jpi = 3/2− ground state of
7He might be described as a 6He⊗ν1p3/2 configuration. The neutron spectroscopic
factor Sn is defined as
Sn =
γ2obs
γ2sp
(2.59)
with γ2obs and γ
2
sp being the observed and single-particle reduced widths, respec-
tively, where the former is provided by the resonance fit while the latter can be
computed using a Woods-Saxon single-particle potential.
For description of the unstable p3/2 single-particle ground state in
7He a Woods-
Saxon single-particle potential with spin-orbit interaction is used. The parameters
are chosen to give an optimal fit to the experimentally known nuclear data in
the 6He-7He mass region, such as matter and charge radii of 6He, energy of the
decaying 7He ground state. The choice of a Woods-Saxon shape was inspired by
the potential used by [42] for the reproduction of the experimental p-resonance
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states in 5He. The potential has been already defined in Eq. (2.34). The explicit
form used here is:
central part
U(r) = −Vc/exp(x(r) + 1) (2.60)
spin-orbit part
Uls = Vls
d
dr
[
1
exp(x(r) + 1)
]
[j(j + 1)− l(l + 1)− 3/4]/2 (2.61)
and the centrifugal part
Ucen(r) =
h¯2
2mred
l(l + 1)/r2 (2.62)
with parameters for 7He: Vc = 28.13 MeV; Vls = 12.22 MeV fm; x(r) = (r−Rc)/a
where Rc = 2.79 fm and a = 0.25 fm; mredc
2 = 804.786 MeV. The ground state
energy resulting with these data is E(p3/2) = 0.446 MeV which coincides with
the experimental value of 0.445 MeV.
For the 6He bound states Es = -26.52 MeV and E(p3/2) = -1.87 MeV. The depth
of the central part is adopted to reproduce these values. This results in the matter
rms radius rm = 2.64 fm and the charge radius rch = 2.01 fm (the experimental
value is 2.05 fm [43]). With the potential chosen the decaying ground state of 7He
is obtained as solution of the central part of the Schro¨dinger equation with the
boundary condition of a purely outgoing wave at a radius R which is well outside
the range of the potential U(r). As long as this condition is fulfilled the result
does not depend on a specific choice of R. From the solution follows the complex
eigenvalue
Egs = Ereal − i
2
Γgs (2.63)
with Ereal = 0.446 MeV and Γgs = 0.258 MeV.
The reduced single-particle width γ2sp depends on the choice of a matching radi-
us rmatch. According to R-matrix theory this is the channel radius at which the
motion from inside the potential turns over into the free relative motion of the
decaying particles. An indication for this is the matching of the logarithmic deri-
vative of the potential motion with that of a free outgoing wave. In Fig. 2.2 the
real part of the logarithmic derivatives Re[fl(r)] for both potential motion and a
free outgoing wave is presented leading to an optimum value rmatch = 4.0 fm.
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Fig. 2.2: Logarithmic derivatives of the potential motion of the 7He g.s. and that
of the free outgoing wave.
To determine the observed reduced width γ2obs in (2.59), R-matrix theory in one-
level approximation has been used [41]. For the neutron decay channel of 7He the
decay cross section is given by
σc′c(E) =
Γc′Γc(E)
[E − Ec +∆(E)]2 + 14Γc(E)2
. (2.64)
Here, c′, c are channel numbers, Γc′ is the strength of the reaction channel
7Li(d,2He)7He, and Γc(E) denotes the energy dependent total width of the decay
of the 7He 1p3/2 ground state into
6He + n. The quantity ∆(E) is the energy shift
function, given by
∆(E) = −Sc(E, rmatch)γ2obs (2.65)
with the shift factor Sc. The relation between the energy dependent total width
Γc(E) and γ
2
obs is given by
Γc(E) = 2Pc(E, rmatch)γ
2
obs . (2.66)
The quantities Sc and Pc are functions of the channel wave functions
Sc(E, rmatch) = rmatch
Fc
dFc
dr
+Gc
dGc
dr
F 2c +G
2
c
, (2.67)
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Pc(E, rmatch) =
krmatch
F 2c +G
2
c
(2.68)
where Fc and Gc are the regular and irregular solutions of the radial part of the
free wave equation. From the Eq. (2.64) follows the energy of the resonance level
as the solution of
Eres = Ec +∆(Eres). (2.69)
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3 Experimental setup
3.1 AGOR cyclotron at KVI
The measurements were carried out at the Kernfysisch Versneller Instituut (KVI)
Groningen. The heart of the facilities for experimental nuclear physics at KVI
is the Accelerator Groningen Orsay (AGOR) cyclotron [44] which was built in
collaboration between the Institut de Physique Nucleare d’Orsay and KVI. This
compact machine is capable for accelerating both light and heavy ions. There are
three different ion sources: ECRIS-3 produces highly charged heavy ions, POLIS
polarized protons and deuterons and CUSP unpolarized protons and light ions.
The maximum energy limitation of the proton beams, 190 MeV, is imposed by
the focusing properties of AGOR. The maximum energy for heavy ions depends
on their charge-to-mass ratio Q/A, with a maximum energy of 95 MeV/nucleon
for Q/A = 0.5. An overview of the experimental facilities at KVI is given in
Fig. 3.1.
3.2 Big-bite spectrometer
Both protons from 2He decay were momentum analyzed with the magnetic Big-
Bite Spectrometer, so-called BBS [45]. It consists of two quadrupoles Q1 and
Q2 for focusing the particles which enter the spectrometer, and a dipole D for
selecting the particles according to their momentum. A layout of the BBS and of
the related detector system used for this experiment is shown in Fig. 3.2.
There are three configurations which differ in the positions of the quadrupole
doublet with respect to the scattering chamber, they are called mode A, B and C.
In mode A the quadrupole doublet is moved towards the target and the solid-angle
acceptance reaches 13 msr. At the same time the momentum-bite acceptance is
13%. Particles with a magnetic rigidity deviating less than 6.5% from the nominal
one are accepted by the spectrometer. In mode C, where the doublet is moved
away from the target towards the dipole magnet, the situation is reversed. The
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Fig. 3.1: Cyclotron and experimental halls at KVI.
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Fig. 3.2: Schematic drawing of the Big-Bite spectrometer and the attached de-
tector systems.
solid angle decreases to 6.7 msr, and the momentum acceptance increases to 25%.
Mode B was used in the present experiment, which is an intermediate setting to
modes A and C. However, during the measurements the magnetic field of the
first quadrupole was increased by 5% to improve the imaging properties of the
spectrometer in the vertical direction. This leads to a reduction of the vertical
opening angle of the BBS from 140 mrad to about 100 mrad and results in a
solid angle of 6.6 msr (mode B∗). The parameters of the BBS in the mode B∗
are given in Table 3.1. To achieve optimal momentum resolution the beam line
to the spectrometer was adjusted for dispersion-matched beam transport.
3.2.1 Ray tracing
Both protons from the (d,2He) reaction are measured at the focal plane of the
BBS. In order to relate the measured quantities to parameters of the reaction at
the target, the particles have to be transported through the spectrometer. The
particle coordinates at the target (subscript t) are connected to those at the focal
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Tab. 3.1: Design parameters for the BBS in mode B∗.
Bending limit 430 MeV
Momentum bite ∆p
p
19%
Solid angle ∆Ω 6.6 msr
Horizontal opening angle ∆θ 66 mrad
Vertical opening angle ∆φ 100 mrad
plane (subscript d) by a five-fold Taylor expansion
αt =
∑
µ,ν,λ,η
(α|xµθνyλφη)xµdθνdyλdφηd. (3.1)
The target variables are denoted by α and can be θ, φ or δ. The coordinates x
and θ describe positions and angles in the horizontal plane and y and φ similarly
in the vertical plane. The deviation of the rigidity Bρ of the particle with respect
to a particle travelling along the central ray of the spectrometer is defined as δ
δ =
Bρ−Bρ0
Bρ0
, (3.2)
where B is the magnetic field and ρ0 the bending radius of the central trajectory.
The rigidity is linearly related to the momentum p = mv via
Bρ =
mv
q
, (3.3)
with q being the charge andm the relativistic mass of the particle. The coefficients
of the Taylor expansion used to reconstruct the scattering variables at the target
position were determined in a 11B(p,p′) experiment [46] at Ep = 150 MeV which
is also suitable for the present experiment with lower energy protons (in this case
Ep ≤ 85 MeV [47]). For a precise determination of the scattering angles near 0◦,
both horizontal and vertical scattering-angle components have to be measured
with good accuracy. By adjusting the field strength of the quadrupole magnets,
one can change the focusing properties of the spectrometer. At their nominal
settings, the quadrupoles produce a crossover in the vertical focal-plane coordi-
nate when going from the low- to the high-momentum side. Because not only
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the vertical position yd but also the angle φd contain practically no information
which would allow to reconstruct the vertical target angle φt, the field strength of
the first quadrupole was adjusted to perform near point-to-parallel focusing over
the region of the focal plane used during the experiments. This was achieved by
increasing the magnetic field of the first magnet by 5%, as described above.
3.2.2 Recoil corrections
Due to the reaction kinematics particles transfer different recoil energies to the
target nucleus at different scattering angles and thus arrive at different positions
at the focal plane. This leads to the so called kinematic line broadening. This
dependence is described in first order by a constant defined by
K =
1
p
dp
dΘ
(3.4)
in [1/mrad] and can be calculated using a two-body kinematics code [48] like
KINEMA. This effect can be compensated by software corrections and has been
successfully applied in [46] to the focal-plane detection system used in the present
experiment.
3.3 EUROSUPERNOVA detection system
For the detection of the outgoing protons from (d,2He) reaction the focal-plane
detector system [49] built by the EuroSuperNova collaboration has been used.
It consists of two subsystems, the Focal-Plane Detection System (FPDS), and
the Focal-Plane Polarimeter (FPP). A top view is shown in Fig. 3.3. The FPDS
consists of a pair of gas-filled vertical drift chambers (VDC [50]) for momentum
reconstruction of the protons. The FPP comprises multi-wire proportional cham-
bers (MWPCs) and a pair of scintillator paddles S1 and S2 for time-of-flight and
energy-loss measurements.
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Fig. 3.3: Top view of the focal-plane detection system and the focal-plane pola-
rimeter; dimensions are given in mm.
3.3.1 Focal-plane detection system
When a particle traverses the drift chambers, it ionizes the gas molecules contai-
ned in the chambers. The electrons then drift to the wires closest to the point of
traversal. By measuring the arrival times of the pulses with respect to a common
reference time, one gets a set of drift times. From the obtained drift times one
can calculate the intersection point between the track and the wire plane.
The two pairs of Vertical Drift Chambers (VDCs) are positioned along the focal
plane at an angle of 39◦ with respect to the beam direction. Each chamber has
an X-plane and an U-plane with the wires of the U-plane titled by 32.86◦ against
the vertical direction. Both drift chambers are filled with a gas-mixture consisting
of 50% argon and 50% iso-butane. The active detection area of the VDCs is
1030×367 mm2. The wire planes have alternating sense and guard wires, which
act as anodes, whereas the VDC foils serve as cathodes. The number of sense
wires in both chambers is 240. The wire pitch for the anode wires is 4 mm. The
designed resolution of each VDC is 45 µm in the dispersive and 80 µm in the
non-dispersive direction.
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3.3.2 Focal-plane polarimeter
The Focal-Plane Polarimeter (FPP) consists of four MWPCs (Multi-Wire Pro-
potional Chambers) D1-D4, which allow a precise and easy track reconstruction,
and of two segmented scintillator planes S1 and S2 for time-of-flight and energy
measurements. The FPP is placed perpendicularly to the central ray. A small veto
scintillator can be mounted near the focal plane of the BBS allowing to suppress
events from elastic scattering. Each MWPC consists of an X and Y plane with
all together 2896 wires. The wire distance 2.5 mm defines the spatial resolution.
Like the VDCs, the MWPCs are filled with a mixture of 50% argon and 50%
iso-butane and a negative high voltage is applied to the cathode foils. The wires
are kept at zero potential. If the detector is operated in the polarimeter mode,
the polarization of scattered particles is deduced by measuring the asymmetry of
secondary scattering in the graphite analyzer C which was removed during the
(d,2He) experiments.
3.3.3 Scintillators
As can be seen in Fig. 3.3, the S1 and S2 scintillator planes are located in front of
the analyzer and behind the last MWPC, respectively. The coincidence between
signals of the two planes defines the event trigger which starts the read-out of
the front-end electronics and subsequent online event processing. Both scintillator
planes consist of five overlapping scintillator paddles, which are read out from the
top and bottom by photo-multipliers. The scintillating material used is NE102A.
The thickness of the paddles of the second plane is 6 mm whereas it is only 2 mm
in the first plane to reduce multiple Coulomb scattering.
3.4 Electronics
Figure 3.4 shows an overview of the read-out systems [46] of the focal-plane detec-
tion system and the focal-plane polarimeter consisting of preamplifiers, level con-
verters, CAMAC-based read-out systems and VME-based real-time processing.
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The timing information of the VDCs is digitized by two FERA (Fast Encoding
Readout ADC) systems consisting of CAMAC based LeCroy 3377 drift chamber
time-to-digital converters (TDC). Each TDC module contains 32 channels and is
able to store up to 16 signals per channel with a digitizing resolution of 500 ps.
The multi-hit capability of these TDCs is especially important in the case of the
(d,2He) measurement because two proton tracks per event have to be reconstruc-
ted in the detection system. The signals from the S1 and S2 scintillator planes
are also read out by LeCroy 3377 TDCs. The MWPCs are read out using LeCroy
PCOS (proportional chamber operating system) system which has been specially
developed for wire chamber read-out. Instead of producing timing information
PCOS only reports which wires have fired in an event, making it faster than
TDC systems. As an example, the total read-out time in (p,p′) measurements
amounts t = 6.6 µs and allows the system to handle read-out rates of 100 kHz at
a dead-time of 67%. More detailed descriptions can be found in Refs. [46, 51].
3.4.1 Trigger logic
The event trigger is based on a coincidence of signals from the two scintillator
planes in the absence of a signal from the veto scintillator. It initiates CAMAC
read-out by distributing common stop and gate signals to the TDC and PCOS
systems and allows to inhibit the generation of new trigger signals in case one of
the systems is ’busy’. The signals of both photomultipliers from each scintillator
are combined by a meantimer, which requires both signals to be present within a
time interval of 30 ns. A logical OR of these signals is used to create the output
signal for each scintillator array separately. The main trigger signal is generated as
a logical AND of the signals of scintillator arrays S1 and S2. From the main trigger
signal the gates for the different readout systems are generated via another logical
AND. It suppresses the trigger signal, if the readout of the last event is not yet
complete, i.e. some of electronic modules provide a ’busy’ signal. The separation
of the main trigger signal from the incorporation of the ’busy’ signals has the
advantage that the life time of the readout system can be determined directly as
the quotient of the number of coincidences from the two logical ANDs.
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Fig. 3.4: Schematic view of the read-out system.
3.4.2 DSP-based online data processing system
The complete detector is then read out by a DSP (digital signal processor) sy-
stem [52]. The DSPs STR 8090 act as an event filter, as they make the decision
whether an event is recorded to tape or discarded. In either case the detector
dead-time can be kept below 8 µs, thereby allowing high trigger rates. The DSP
software checks if the data from the MWPCs are consistent with two coincident
proton tracks. Only in this case, the data from the VDCs at the focal plane,
together with all other detector data, are recorded on tape. The system shown in
Fig. 3.5 consists of five first-in-first-out (FIFO) modules STR 7090 to buffer event
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Fig. 3.5: VME-based real-time processing electronics.
data, an arbiter module STR 8090TRAN to distribute the data and a number
of DSPs which perform the necessary tests. The data flow proceeds as follows:
after receipt of a trigger signal and subsequent read-out of the detectors by the
CAMAC systems, all data are transferred to VME FIFO modules. Additional
trigger signals are inhibited by returning a ’busy’ signal to the trigger logic until
the data transfer has been completed or a time-out signal occurs. Once a com-
plete event has been read, the ’busy’ signal is removed to allow the next event
to be read out by the front-end electronics. Complete events are transferred via
an arbiter module to one of several DSP modules which perform the necessary
calculations. The FIFO module is connected to the arbiter and the DSP modules
by the VME-independent local readout bus (LRB).
The LRB provides a fast data transfer between the FIFO modules and the DSP
section, which is controlled by the arbiter module using a dedicated token pro-
tocol. This allows the use of multiple parallel working DSP modules connected
to the same LRB. Besides, the computing power of the system can always be
increased by adding further DSP modules. The DSP software running during the
(d,2He) experiments can be subdivided into three main steps: data readout and
data consistency checks, software trigger decision, and data output. To summari-
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ze the applied DSP event filter, at least one hit has to be recorded in each MWPC
plane and there must be two wire chambers with at least 3 hits.
The overall dead-time of the complete system is kept below 10 µs which corre-
sponds to a theoretical limit for the event throughput of 100 kHz. More informa-
tion on the online processing system can be found in Refs. [52,53].
3.5 Data acquisition and online analysis
The heart of the data acquisition [46] is an Alpha AXP-VME 4/288 Workstation
operated with the system VxWorks. It connects electronics and network and runs
the data acquisition software D2HEDAQ and the slow-control. The DAQ software
one can use for both online and off-line analysis. It is based on the CDAQ library
which was developed by Zwarts at KVI [54]. There are three processes which
run during the experiment on different computers: processed data from the DSP
system are read out by the first DAQ process on the VME CPU. The data are
then transferred to a Linux PC in the control room via Ethernet where it is
picked up by a second process. The second process stores all data on DLT tape
and sends a load-dependent percentage of the data via the KVI network to a third
process on another Linux PC which is used for online analysis and visualization.
All these modules are controlled via TCP/IP connections by a graphical user
interface FPPGUI.
To be able to continuously monitor and control the most important experimen-
tal parameters of the detector systems a slow-control software has been develo-
ped [47]. The slow-control consists of two components: slowserver which runs on
the VME workstation and slowclient on one of the Linux PCs. Via the graphi-
cal user interface it is possible to display scaler data, set and monitor the wire
chamber high voltages and change preamplifier thresholds.
Data visualization in the online and further treatment of the data in the off-line
case is realized using the PAW package [55] from the CERN library. During the
experiments the results of the online analysis are booked into histograms in a
shared-memory region. Using PAW one can access and display these histograms.
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For off-line analysis the resulting variables are written on event-per-event basis to
a file in NTUPLE format. This format is understood directly by PAW and allows
an effective further analysis of the data.
3.6 2He event reconstruction
The analysis is divided into few different steps. First, using the D2HEDAQ analy-
sis the raw data are unpacked and then sent to the interpretation routine, which
extracts the relevant information including signals from scintillator detectors and
wire chambers. The most complex part of the interpretation resides in the deter-
mination of the VDC intercepts, since two correlated tracks (protons from 2He
decay) have to be reconstructed out of several drift times. These two tracks are
almost simultaneous (less than 10 ns of time difference) and can only be resolved
because of the multi-hit capability of the TDCs used, which register more than
one time per channel before a stop signal is set by the trigger. The VESNAn(VDS
EuroSuperNovaAnalysis for n particles) software developed by Schmidt [56] was
applied in the present experiment for the track reconstruction. Having the inter-
cepts from the VDCs data, the focal-plane variables like horizontal and vertical
positions and angles can be determined. Then the kinematic recoil correction has
to be done (see Section 3.2.2). Finally, using the ray-tracing information (see
Section 3.2.1), the target variables for each proton are calculated. Thus, all the
information characterizing the 2He particle like kinetic energy, scattering angle
and internal energy can be extracted. The details of the analysis can be found in
Chapter 4.
3.7 Experiment
The present experiment was performed in April 2003 at KVI in Groningen. Deu-
terons from the CUSP ion source were accelerated to a kinetic energy of 171 MeV.
The deuteron beam was incident on a 7Li target isotopically enriched to 99.9% and
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having a thickness of 9 mg/cm2. Measurements were made at four different spec-
trometer angle settings corresponding to center-of-mass angles Θcm = 0
◦− 11.3◦.
The two protons from 2He were momentum analyzed by the BBS and detec-
ted by the ESN-detection system. The beam current varied between 0.3 nA and
1.5 nA, dependently on the spectrometer angle. As a test, for each angle, mea-
surements on 12C were performed as this nucleus has been studied extensively
with the (d,2He) reaction [47, 51]. Measurements on a 9.4 mg/cm2 thick natural
carbon target served for the determination of the experimental energy resolution
∆E ' 150 keV (FWHM). The test measurements provide also a possibility to
verify the correct operation of the detector system and of the analysis procedure
applied in this work.
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4 Data analysis
In this chapter, the different steps performed during the data analysis will be
described. First, the determination of the scattering variables needed to obtain
the excitation energy spectra will be outlined. The acceptance and background
correction procedures will be given in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Then the extraction
of the experimental cross sections will be described. Finally, the quasifree conti-
nuum background will be determined and resulting fit of the 7He spectra will be
shown. The last two Sections discuss the decomposition of the spectra, aiming at
a possible identification of a low-lying resonance in the 7He nucleus.
4.1 Reconstruction of the scattering variables
The reconstructed VDC intercepts from the drift-time information using a so-
phisticated algorithm (shortly described in Section 3.6) are related to the focal
plane coordinates by simple geometry. The horizontal position at the focal pla-
ne is directly given by the crossing point of the X-plane of the first VDC. The
determination of the remaining coordinates like the vertical position, the hori-
zontal and vertical detector angles is then straightforward using the information
from the three other VDC planes. As explained in Section 3.2.1, the target varia-
bles were obtained using a ray-tracing procedure. The horizontal scattering angle
θt,1(2), the vertical scattering angle φt,1(2) and the momentum p1(2) are determined
for both protons, denoted by subscripts 1 and 2. The kinetic energy is calculated
first for each proton separately, the 2He total energy follows from the sum of these
two proton energies. The momentum of the protons can be calculated from the
BBS dipole field B and relative magnetic rigidity (given in %)
p =
qBρ0(1 + δ)
3.3356× 10−3 (4.1)
where Bρ0 is the magnetic rigidity of the central ray in Tm, q is the charge of the
particle and δ is defined in the Section 3.2.1. The kinetic energy of each proton
is calculated as
Ekin,1(2) =
√
m2c4p + p
2
1(2) −mc2p, (4.2)
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where mp is the rest mass of the proton. The direction vectors rˆ1(2) of the protons
can be obtained from the target coordinates according to
rˆ1(2) =

sin(ΘBBS + θ1(2),zx,t) · cos(φ1(2),zy,t)
sin(φ1(2),zy,t)
cos(ΘBBS + θ1(2),zx,t) · cos(φ1(2),zy,t).
 (4.3)
The relative angle between two protons (opening angle) in the laboratory system,
the total momentum and the scattering angle for d → 2He in the laboratory
system can be expressed in the following way
Θpp = arccos(rˆ1, rˆ2), (4.4)
~p = rˆ1 · p1 + rˆ2 · p2, (4.5)
Θ = arccos
pz
p
. (4.6)
Using the kinematics library KINEMA [48] one can convert scattering variables
into the center-of-mass system and calculate the excitation energy Ex from the
difference between beam energy Ed, kinetic energy E2He, recoil energy ER and
the Q-value of the reaction. Finally, the relative energy ² of the two protons can
be obtained from kinetic energies of the protons and from the opening angle
² =
E1 + E2
2
−
√
E1E2 cosΘpp. (4.7)
4.2 Acceptance correction
Due to the limited momentum and angular acceptance of the BBS spectrometer
and the diparticle nature of 2He, the experimental spectra need to be folded
with an acceptance function [57]. This correction function takes the settings of
all BBS magnets and the reaction kinematics into account and is obtained by
a Monte-Carlo simulation [51]. The easiest way to do the acceptance correction
is to calculate the detection probability of two correlated protons as a function
of the solid angle and the excitation energy in the residual nucleus for a given
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Fig. 4.1: Calculated internal energy spectrum of the two protons in 2He from
Watson-Migdal FSI theory [58,59].
range of internal energies ². In the present work the limits for ² were chosen to
be 0< ² <1 MeV, because the maximum relative proton energy which can be
observed with the BBS+ESN system is about 1 MeV.
To determine the acceptance function, the (d,2He) reaction is simplified to two
independent two-body reactions. In the first step of the scattering reaction the
2He particle is treated like a bound particle
d + A→2 He + B . (4.8)
The 2He system decays into two protons in the second step. This is the so-called
final-state interaction (FSI)
2He→ p + p. (4.9)
The first step is governed by two-body kinematics and only needs the random
generation of an excitation energy of the residual nucleus, an internal energy
for 2He, polar and azimuthal scattering angles. The internal energy ², computed
using input data from the FSI theory of Watson [58] and Migdal [59] is shown in
Fig. 4.1. In the second step it is assumed, that the 2He nucleus decays isotropically
into two protons in the center-of-mass system. A Lorentz transformation brings
the center-of-mass coordinates of the two protons to the laboratory frame.
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After the simulation of the 2He decay, the full set of kinematic parameters is
available for both protons at the reaction point (target), such as horizontal Θzy,i (i
= 1, 2) and vertical coordinates Φzy,i (i = 1, 2), and the single-proton momentum
∆p/p0,i (i = 1, 2) coordinates. This allows to calculate the transport of the
two protons from the target through the spectrometer to the focal plane using
the ray-tracing technique described in Section 3.2.1, yielding the coordinates of
each proton at the detector surface. The same gates as used in the analysis of
measured data are applied on the detector coordinates in a simulation procedure.
To include resolution effects the detector positions are convoluted with Gaussian
peaks with appropriate widths. As the next step, new target coordinates of both
protons are calculated by transporting then back through the spectrometer from
its focal plane to the target, using again the ray-tracing technique. Finally, one
obtains a set of variables for each initial proton and a set of variables after its
transport from target to detector and back, without any constraints on solid-angle
acceptance, detector acceptance and gates. From the set of variables belonging to
the protons that have been transported through the spectrometer, one calculates
the excitation energy spectrum.
The same two-dimensional cuts that used in the experiment, are applied to obtain
the acceptance-correction function. As an example the experimental gates for all
acceptance-relevant variables as momentum, y-coordinate and scattering angles
Θzy,i (i = 1, 2) and Φzy,i (i = 1, 2) are displayed in Fig. 4.2. On the l.h.s. of
the Fig. 4.2 the cuts indicated as solid lines for ΘBBS = 0
◦ without an aperture
at the entrance of the BBS and on the r.h.s. for ΘBBS = 7.8
◦ with an aperture
are shown. The offset for Yd can be determined when using the aperture. As the
opening angle of the di-proton system varies event by event in a (d,2He) reac-
tion, the single-proton coordinates in the focal-plane are broad distributions as
shown in Fig. 4.2. The simulated acceptance-correction function F (∆Ω,∆E) for
a certain solid angle is determined by calculating the ratio between hypotheti-
cally non-decaying 2He particles and di-protons from the 2He decay reaching the
detector. A typical example is shown in Fig. 4.3 for the 7Li(d,2He) reaction at
c.m. angles between 0◦ and 1◦. The shape is triangular with an indication of a flat
top and can be parameterized by two Gaussians. Since the acceptance function
depends on the central momentum of the magnetic spectrometer it needs to be
reevaluated each time the field is changed. The 2He detection probability is taken
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Fig. 4.2: Focal-plane spectra of protons from the 7Li(d,2He)7He measurement at
ΘBBS = 0
◦ (left panel) and ΘBBS = 7.8◦ (right panel). The different
forms in the left and right panels result from the use of an aperture at
the entrance of the BBS for the latter. Experimental cuts used for the
determination of the acceptance-correction function are shown as full
lines. See text for further explanations.
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Fig. 4.3: Simulated acceptance-correction function for the 7Li(d,2He) reaction at
Θcm = 0
◦ - 1◦ and the result of the fit by two Gaussians.
into account by defining an effective solid angle ∆Ωeff = F (∆E)∆Ω which is
then used (see Section 4.4) to calculate the experimental double-differential cross
section. Systematic errors due to the uncertainties in the determination of the
effective solid angle are of the order of 15%.
4.3 Instrumental background subtraction
The background in the measured raw spectra is due to uncorrelated protons de-
tected within the coincidence window in the FPDS and comes mainly from the
deuteron breakup reaction on the target nucleus. The first step in the background
subtraction procedure is the experimental separation of protons originating from
different beam bunches of the cyclotron. The interval between two beam bunches
was as small as 23 ns (repetition rate of the cyclotron). A typical example of the
time difference between two protons measured at the focal plane of the spectro-
meter is shown in Fig. 4.4. As can be seen, the prompt peak at 0 ns, stemming
from two protons of the same beam bunch, is well separated from random peaks
(coincidences between two protons from different beam bunches). Small contri-
bution of random protons within the prompt peak can be subtracted by applying
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Fig. 4.4: Spectrum of the time difference between two protons at the focal plane of
the BBS. A prompt and four random peaks are visible. The time interval
between two peaks is equivalent to the inverse of the beam repetition
rate of 43 MHz (i.e. 23 ns).
gates on the random and the prompt peak, respectively. Figure 4.5 presents the
background spectrum obtained after gating on the random peak. To minimize the
statistical variation of the random distribution and to smooth it, the random exci-
tation energy spectrum was fitted with a fourth-order polynomial function before
subtraction from the prompt one. The background subtraction procedure is shown
in Fig. 4.6. There is a small contamination from the 12C(d,2He)12B observed in
the spectrum. Besides the 12B ground state, the contribution to the spectrum is
very small. In order to remove this contribution, the measured 12C(d,2He) spec-
trum has been scaled by a normalization factor which is calculated from the ratio
between the 12B g.s. peak area in the 7He spectra and those of the measurements
using a 12C target. As can be seen by comparison of Fig. 4.7 and Figs. 4.8,4.9,
after this procedure the boron peaks can be subtracted from the 7He spectrum.
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Fig. 4.5: Excitation energy spectrum produced by gating on the random peak of
the time difference distribution between two protons.
4.4 Angular bins and experimental cross secti-
ons
Data, measured at different BBS settings, have to be divided into angular bins
in order to obtain angular distributions. Each setting of the spectrometer angle
was split into two or three bins, depending on the statistics, with a width of
∆Θcm = 1
◦ as is shown in the Tab. 4.1. A Monte-Carlo simulation has been
performed for every experimental setting of the spectrometer and for different
bins in scattering angle.
The experimental double-differential cross section in the excitation energy bin
∆Ex and the solid-angle bin ∆Ω is calculated according to
d2σ
dΩdEx
= 0.266
A
Tk
1
Q(1− τ)α2
N∆Ex,∆Ω
∆Ex∆Ωeff
[
mb
srMeV
]
(4.10)
with
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Tab. 4.1: Angular bins created in the data analysis.
Θlab(BBS) ∆Θcm = 1
◦
0◦ 0◦ - 1◦ 1◦ - 2◦ 2◦ - 3◦
3◦ 3.7◦ - 4.7◦ 4.7◦ - 5.7◦
5◦ 5.9◦ - 6.9◦ 6.9◦ - 7.9◦
7.8◦ 9.3◦ - 10.3◦ 10.3◦ - 11.3◦
A : target mass [g/mol],
T : target thickness [mg/cm2],
k : isotopic enrichment,
Q : integrated charge in [nC],
τ : dead time,
α : detector efficiency,
N∆Ex,∆Ω : number of counts in the bin ∆Ω ∆Ex,
∆Ωeff : effective solid angle [sr] (see Section 4.2),
∆Ex : energy bin [MeV].
The acceptance and background-corrected double-differential cross sections at
excitation energies up to 25 MeV are shown in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9 and listed in the
table in Appendix. The data can also be found in World Wide Web [60].
4.5 Quasifree continuum background
Quasifree charge-exchange is a major source of nonresonant continuum back-
ground. The quasifree scattering (QFS) refers to reactions in which the neutron
scatters from a single proton in the target, essentially as if the rest of the nucleus
was not present. In this context the term QFS means the single-step quasifree
nucleon knockout reaction. The struck proton is emitted from the target nucleus
and is detected in the spectrometer. In particular, the (d,2He) charge-exchange
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reaction on a bound proton leads to the ejection of the charge-exchanged neu-
tron from the residual nucleus in its ground state or excited state. To deal with
the QFS in the analysis, the technique developed by Erell et al. [61] in a study
of pion charge-exchange reaction is used. This semi-phenomenological parame-
trization has been applied successfully to intermediate-energy charge-exchange
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Fig. 4.10: Spectrum of the 6Li(d,2He) reaction at Ed = 171 MeV and Θcm =
20◦−21◦ (from an analysis of Ref. [67]). The long-dashed line is a fit of
a semi-phenomenological model [61] for the quasifree scattering cross
section.
reaction spectra [62–66]. The shape of the background is described by
d2σ
dΩdE
= N
1− exp
(
E − E0
T
)
1 +
[
E − EQF
WL
]2 , (4.11)
where E, EQF and E0 denote the outgoing
2He energy, the maximum of the
quasifree peak approximated by a Lorentz function and a cutoff energy due to
Pauli blocking, respectively. The cutoff energy E0 represents the threshold for
three-body breakup
E0 = E2He(
7Heg.s.)− Sn . (4.12)
The quasifree peak energy is determined from the comparison of the quasifree
(d,2He) reaction on the target with the analogous elementary reaction on the
proton
EQF = E2He(
1H)− Sn. (4.13)
Here, E2He denotes the kinetic energy of the
2He particles for the 1H(d,2He)
reaction and Sn = -0.445 MeV the neutron separation energy in
7He. In other
words, the centroid energy EQF of the quasifree process is shifted relative to
that of the charge-exchange reaction on a free proton by the neutron binding
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energy in residual nucleus. Unlike with (p,n) - type reactions no shift due to a
Coulomb barrier needs to be included [63]. The Lorentzian width WL depends on
the momentum transfer q
WL = WL0
[
1 + α
(
q
kF
)2]
. (4.14)
The scaling parameter T = 4.0 MeV and the parameters WL0 = 16.26 MeV,
α/k2F = 0.363 fm
−2 from Eq. (4.14) were determined by a measurement of the
6Li(d,2He)6He reaction [67] under the same kinematical conditions as the present
experiment at large scattering angles, where the quasifree cross section should
dominate. It may be noted, that the results of Ref. [67] obtained independently
at different momentum transfers indicate, that the normalization factor N is
q-independent. This is also consistent with findings of Wang et al. [68] for the
quasifree cross sections in the (p,n) reaction on p-shell nuclei. As demonstrated in
Fig. 4.10 for the example of the angular bin Θcm = 20
◦−21◦, the approach of [61]
provides a good description 6Li(d,2He)6He data. The background parameters for
the 7Li(d,2He) reaction as a function of angle, are listed in Tab. 4.2
Tab. 4.2: Angle-dependent parameters for the quasifree background parametriza-
tion of Eq. (4.11).
Θcm qcm (fm
−1) WL (MeV) EQF (MeV) E0 (MeV)
0◦ − 1◦ 0.039 16.27 168.744 158.719
1◦ − 2◦ 0.087 16.30 168.618 158.702
2◦ − 3◦ 0.140 16.38 168.367 158.667
3.7◦ − 4.7◦ 0.233 16.58 167.651 158.568
4.7◦ − 5.7◦ 0.288 16.75 167.060 158.486
5.9◦ − 6.9◦ 0.354 17.00 166.187 158.365
6.9◦ − 7.9◦ 0.409 17.25 165.313 158.244
9.3◦ − 10.3◦ 0.541 17.99 162.721 157.886
9.3◦ − 10.3◦ 0.597 18.36 161.430 157.707
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4.6 Fit of the spectra
The next step of the analysis after background subtraction, acceptance correcti-
on, and extraction of the experimental cross section was a decomposition of the
resulting spectra. The computer program FIT [69] was used in this procedure.
4.6.1 Decomposition of the spectrum
Figure 4.11 displays examples of the resulting double-differential cross sections
as a function of the excitation energy in 7He for three angular bins. The g.s.
transition is resolved in all spectra. The low threshold energy (besides the already
open 6He(g.s.)+n channel) for α+3n decay at Eth = 0.53 MeV leads to a broad
distribution of strength even at low excitation energies. Two previously observed
resonances in 7He at Ex = 2.9(1) and 5.8(3) MeV with widths Γ = 1.99(11) and
4(1) MeV, respectively, found in reactions [8,9] where they provide a clear signal,
are not excited selectively in the present experiment. The prominent structure
around Ex ≈ 20 MeV was also observed in the 7Li(n,p) reaction [70] and may
result from an excitation of the isovector giant dipole resonance of the α cluster
core in 7He similar to observations in 7Li [71, 72]. The 7He level scheme with
known resonances and with particle thresholds relevant to the present analysis is
shown in Fig. 4.12. Note that 7He g.s. is unbound by 0.445 MeV. Thus, resonance
and excitation energies are shifted by this value relative to each other.
Inspecting Fig. 4.11, the identification of a possible additional low-lying reso-
nance is clearly a difficult task. The first step of the analysis is a decomposition
into Breit-Wigner resonances with an energy-dependent penetrability shown in
Fig. 4.12 plus an additional resonance at Ex ≈ 20 MeV from [70]. Contributi-
ons due to the quasifree nucleon knockout reactions are also expected not only
from 7Li, but also due to the charge-exchange reactions on t and 4He because
of the pronounced cluster structure of the 7Li ground state with a (4He⊗t) con-
figuration. For the quasifree scattering on 7Li as a whole there exists not only
a distribution for the 6He ground state, but also for the first excited 2+ state.
The excitation energy dependence of both processes (6He(g.s.)+n and 6He(2+)+n
channels) is described by the semi-phenomenological parametrization of Erell et
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Fig. 4.11: Selected spectra of the 7Li(d,2He) reaction at Ed = 171 MeV for diffe-
rent angular bins and their decomposition. Solid lines: experimentally
established resonances and resulting fit. Long-dashed lines: background
from quasifree scattering on 7Li as a whole (6He(g.s.) + n and 6He(2+)
+ n channels) using the model of Ref. [61], on the 4He cluster in 7Li
(t+t+n channel) and on the triton cluster (4He+3n channel) using the
data from [74, 75]. (a): relative magnitudes determined by a fit to the
data. (b): quasifree scattering on 7Li, assuming 6He(g.s.)+n channel or
(c): assuming 6He(2+)+n channel, respectively, fixed by a measurement
of the 6Li(d,2He) reaction.
al. [61], which has been presented in the previous Section. To determine the ener-
gy dependence of the charge-exchange reactions on the cluster components the
data on the 3,4He(p,n) reactions [74, 75] at momentum transfers comparable to
the present case were used. The corresponding thresholds are Ex = 0.53 MeV and
Ex = 11.87 MeV for the
4He+3n and t+t+n channels, respectively. In order to
apply the (p,n) results [74,75] for the (n,p) reactions on the 7Li g.s. clusters, one
can employ charge symmetry. Furthermore, 3He(p,n)3p represents the mirror re-
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Fig. 4.12: Level scheme of the 7He nucleus.
action to the required t(n,p)3n channel. In order to fit the 7He spectra using these
two cluster components, a standard function in the library programme FIT was
chosen which describes the form of the corresponding experimental spectra [69]
using a Gauss function and a polynomial of fourth order.
Returning to the 7Li(d,2He)7He data, three different analyses of the spectra are
presented in the following. The fits take into account all known resonances (g.s.,
2.9 and 5.8 MeV) at low excitation energies. Their centroids and widths are
allowed to vary within the experimental uncertainties [73]. Additionally, the pro-
minent bump at (Ex ≈ 20 MeV) is described as a single resonance with the
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parameters deduced by [70]. Furthermore, the three quasifree background chan-
nels discussed above are included. A good description of all data can be achieved
(see e.g. solid lines in Fig. 4.11). Independent of detailed assumptions about the
centroid energies and widths of possible resonances at higher excitation energies,
the decompositions shown in Fig. 4.11 demonstrate that they do not contribu-
te significantly to the cross sections in the low-energy region. The same is true
for background processes like the 4He + 3n and t + t + n channels, which are
structureless in the region of interest and slowly and smoothly increasing having
maxima at much higher energies.
On the other hand, the magnitude of the 6He+n contribution is the most critical
aspect in the analysis of the 7He spectra. In the Fig. 4.11(a) the decomposition of
the spectra is shown, where the overall normalization N from Eq. (4.11) for both
the 6He(g.s.)+n and 6He(2+)+n channels is treated as a free parameter during
the fit. However, the 6He(2+)+n part with a threshold energy Ex = 1.35 MeV
is predicted to be zero in the free fit. Moreover, the resulting angular distributi-
on of the 6He(g.s.)+n channel shows considerable scattering and, in particular,
a strong decrease at larger momentum transfers incompatible with the physical
interpretation of the quasifree knockout process. This can be seen in Fig. 4.13,
where the angular distribution of the 6He(g.s.) + n quaisifree channel from the
free fit [Fig. 4.11(a)] is compared with that from the decomposition constrained
by the 6Li(d,2He)6He measurement [Fig. 4.11(b)] is presented. Therefore, in an
alternative analysis [Fig. 4.11(b,c)] it is assumed that the magnitude of the sin-
gle nucleon knockout quasifree cross section is not changing significantly when
going from 6Li to 7Li and therefore the overall normalization N in Eq. (4.11)
thus was taken from the corresponding 6Li(d,2He)6He data [67]. Two extreme
cases are considered: the total 6He+n contribution is described exclusively by the
6He(g.s.)+n channel [Fig. 4.11(b)] or by the 6He(2+)+n channel [Fig. 4.11(c)].
4.6.2 Possible low-lying Jpi=1/2− spin-orbit partner of the
ground state
While the decomposition with three analyses described in previous Section shows
comparable results over the wide range of the excitation energy, differences are
observed in the low-energy region of the spectrum. An extended view of the
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Fig. 4.13: Angular distribution of the total 6He(g.s.) + n quasifree contribution
derived from a free fit shown in Fig. 4.11(a) (open circles) and fixed by
the 6Li(d,2He)6He measurement shown in Fig. 4.11(b) (solid circles).
low-energy part of the Θcm = 0
◦ − 1◦ spectrum is plotted in Fig. 4.14(a)-(c) in
comparison for the three different decompositions. The g.s. resonance and the
region above Ex ' 3 MeV are well described in all cases. However, in between
the data overshoot the fit, indicating the presence of a possible further resonance.
Indeed, this is not only observed at 0◦ but also in the other spectra, except for
the largest scattering angles measured. On the other hand, inclusion of an ad-
ditional resonance with Ex ' 1.45 MeV and Γ ' 2 MeV provides an excellent
description of the data, see Figs. 4.14(b), (c). Considering only the 6He(2+) + n
channel the resonance becomes even more pronounced. For both cases the cor-
responding χ2/d.o.f. improves from 2.3 to 1.7. The estimated uncertainties for
the centroid energy and the resulting width of a possible additional resonance at
low Ex are rather large, in particular, due to the large experimental error of the
5.8 MeV resonance width. A range of acceptable values Ex = (1.45
+0.7
−0.5) MeV,
Γ = (2.0+1.0−1.1) MeV was determined by the uncertainty of the theoretical χ
2 distri-
bution. The systematic uncertainties of the extracted resonance parameters due
to absolute normalization of the data and acceptance corrections [57] are of the
order of 15%.
Assuming alternatively an additional resonance with the parameters of Ref. [6]
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Fig. 4.14: Low-energy region of the 7He spectrum obtained for Θcm = 0
◦−1◦ (top
row of Fig. 4.11). Solid and dashed lines are the same as in decompo-
sitions (a)-(c) of Fig. 4.11. Hatched area in (b) and (c): additional
low-energy resonance necessary to describe the data. (d): additional
resonance assuming the parameters of [6].
and estimating the cross section at 0◦ from the predictions of the ab initio cal-
culations discussed below leads to the poor fit shown in Fig. 4.14(d). Evidently,
such a resonance should be clearly visible in the data.
As discussed in the next Section, where the B(GT) strengths extracted from
the measured cross section are compared with model calculations, this low-lying
resonance would be a candidate for the Jpi = 1/2− spin-orbit partner of the 7He
ground state.
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5 Extraction of Gamow-Teller strength
A further test of the possible evidence for a low-lying resonance in 7He with
the properties extracted from the data is provided by a comparison of Gamow-
Teller strengths extracted from the measured charge-exchange cross sections with
GFMC calculations [1]. The procedure to extract the B(GT) strength is based
on its proportionality to the ∆L = 0 part of the charge-exchange cross sections
at momentum transfer q = 0 as discussed by [37] which can be extracted from an
extrapolation of the measured angular distributions.
5.1 Cross section and B(GT)
In the case of vanishing momentum transfer, the (d,2He) reaction proceeds through
the στ part of the effective interaction. As described above in the section 2.5, the
measured cross section is directly proportional to the B(GT) strength, which in
the (n,p) case is [36,37]
dσ(q = 0)
dΩ
= C
[(
µ
pih¯2
)2
kf
ki
NDJ
2
στB(GT
+)
]
. (5.1)
The scaling factor C is inserted because the (d,2He) response additionally scales
with the distribution of the d→2He transition strength, whose detection is limited
by the experimental setup. The scaling factor can be determined by comparing
the (d,2He) cross section with known GT strength from β decay, where available,
or by using the (d,2He) reaction on self-conjugate nuclei, where the GT strength is
expected to be the same in both isospin directions (B(GT−) = B(GT+)), so that
in this case, B(GT−) data from (p,n) experiments can be taken as a reference.
In our case an empirical normalization factor C = 0.320 ± 0.027 derived from
data on p- and sd-shell nuclei [76] is used for the determination of the B(GT)
strengths. The volume integral of the spin-dependent isovector central part of
the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction at q = 0 is given in [32] and amounts
to |Jστ | = 165 MeVfm3 at E/A = 85 MeV. The distortion factor ND is usually
estimated by calculating the ratio of the distorted-wave (DW) and plane-wave
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(PW) cross sections,
ND =
σDW (q = 0)
σPW (q = 0)
. (5.2)
The PW cross sections are obtained by setting all potential strengths to zero.
The cross sections are extrapolated to zero momentum transfer (q = 0) using the
DWBA calculation,
dσ(q = 0)
dΩ
=
σcalc(q = 0)
σcalc(Θ, q)
dσexp(Θ, q)
dΩ
. (5.3)
This is a reliable procedure if measurements are being performed in a region close
to 0◦.
5.2 DWBA calculations of the angular distribu-
tions
Theoretical predictions of the angular distributions for different transitions are
obtained from distorted wave Born approximation calculations employing the co-
de ACCBA [29], which is specialized for the (d,2He) reaction and applies the
techniques discussed in Section 2.2. This is a semi-microscopic code that uses
an effective nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction described in Section 2.3 and shell-
model wave functions (see Section 2.4). The effective NN interaction was taken
from [32, 33], for which a parameter set at 85 MeV per nucleon has been extra-
polated earlier [77]. The spin-orbit potential is not included. The optical-model
parameters used to create the distorted waves in the incident channel were cal-
culated from a global fit to deuteron elastic scattering up to 90 MeV [78]. They
were extrapolated to the present energy of 171 MeV. However, the extrapolated
parameters are identical with those of extracted from the experimental (d,d′) da-
ta measured at the same incident energy at KVI [79]. For the exit channel, the
optical-model parameters have been taken from Gupta et al. [80]. Nuclear wa-
ve functions and one-body transition densities (OBTDs) were generated by the
shell-model code OXBASH [34] as ab initio wave functions are still not available.
The angular distributions of the 7Li(d,2He) reaction populating low-lying states in
7He in comparison with theoretical DWBA calculations are displayed in Fig. 5.1.
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Fig. 5.1: Experimental angular distributions of the transitions to the levels at
Ex = 0.0, 1.45 and 2.9 MeV in
7He (full circles) and DWBA calculati-
ons (solid lines) using shell-model wave functions and the Love-Franey
effective projectile-target interaction [32, 33]. The dashed-dotted, das-
hed and dotted lines show the decomposition into ∆L = 0, 2, and 4
contributions, respectively.
The data exhibit a quite unexpected behavior: while angular distributions of pro-
minent GT transitions in charge-exchange reactions are normally strongly peaked
at Θcm = 0
◦, only a weak angle dependence is visible in Fig. 5.1. In particular,
the g.s. cross section angular distribution is almost constant. The cross sections
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at angles close to 0◦ are comparatively small, about 70 times weaker than the
well-known p3/2 → p1/2 GT transition populated in the 12C(d,2He)12B reaction
at a comparable incident energy [77]. This strong reduction could be attributed
to the dominant cluster structure of the involved nuclei. In order to separate the
∆L = 0 and ∆L > 0 pieces of the (d,2He) cross sections we performed a syste-
matic study testing a variety of p-shell residual interactions using the OXBASH
code. Three different interactions were employed: CKPOT and CKI by Cohen
and Kurath [81] and CKIHE, which is also based on the Cohen and Kurath inter-
action and adjusted by Stevenson and Brown [82] to different He isotopes. The
predicted GT transition strengths and thus the corresponding charge-exchange
cross sections differ widely, but for a given transition the shapes of the partial
∆L = 0, 2, 4 DWBA angular distributions are rather insensitive to the particular
choice of the interaction. Thus, the decomposition of the cross sections is de-
termined by a fit allowing separate variation of averaged ∆L = 0, 2, 4 angular
distributions. Then the experimental data can be described well and the ∆L = 0
fraction at Θcm = 0
◦ amounts to 62%, 68% and 85% for the levels at Ex = 0.0,
1.45 and 2.9 MeV, respectively. Results obtained using any of the interactions
individually agree within 5%. The impact of a reduced isovector tensor force as
suggested in [77] has also been investigated. Again, the resulting ∆L = 0 cross
sections vary less than 5%.
5.3 Comparison with QMC calculations
The ab initio calculations provide a remarkably successful description of the pro-
perties of light nuclei including the transition from stable nuclei to the proton
and neutron drip lines. They also reproduce the single-particle spectroscopic fac-
tor of the 7He g.s. deduced from an R-matrix analysis of the present data (see
Section 6 and [18]). Calculations for 7Li→7He GT transitions are available [83]
using a variational Monte Carlo approach which precisely reproduces weak decay
properties in A = 6, 7 nuclei [84]. Basic equations of the ab initio QMC calcu-
lations can be found in Section 2.6. The predictions are shown on the l.h.s. of
Tab. 5.1. The deduced B(GT) values are summarized in the r.h.s of Tab. 5.1.
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Tab. 5.1: Comparison of VMC model predictions and experimental excitation
energies and GT transition strengths populating the lowest resonances
in 7He.
VMC model Experiment
Jpi Ex (MeV) B(GT) Ex (MeV) B(GT)
3/2− 0.0 0.0039(1) 0.0 0.0044(14)
1/2− 2.9(3) 0.0055(1) 1.45+0.7−0.5 0.0076(23)
a
5/2− 3.4(1) 0.0110(2) 2.9(1) 0.0252(78)
aA spectroscopic factor ratio of 1 : 3 [85] is assumed for the population of the 6He(g.s.) + n
and 6He(2+) + n channels.
The experimental uncertainties include statistical and systematic errors from the
unit cross section normalization and the model dependence of the DWBA ana-
lysis. The experimental B(GT) value for the Jpi = 1/2− state corresponds to a
spectroscopic factor ratio of 1 : 3 for the quasifree 6He(g.s.) + n and 6He(2+)
+ n channels taken from a shell-model prediction [85]. Going from one extreme
(only 6He(g.s.) + n) to the other (only the 6He(2+) + n) in the spectrum decom-
position described in Section 4.6, the B(GT) strength changes from 0.0056(17)
to 0.0084(26). The weakness of the GT transitions may raise some doubts about
the applicability of the proportionality assumption between β decay matrix ele-
ments and 0◦ charge-exchange cross sections [86]. However, the comparison with
the VMC predictions in Tab. 5.1 demonstrates a remarkable agreement between
experiment and theory, not only for the ratio of the possible spin-orbit partners
but also for the absolute values.
Finally, a comparison of experimental and theoretically predicted excitation ener-
gies for the low-energy resonances in 7He can be done. The excitation energy of
the 1/2− state depends sensitively on the inclusion of a three-body interaction.
The VMC calculation gives Ex = 2.0 MeV. Results for various combinations of
two- and three-body interactions are presented in Table XII of Ref. [23] allowi-
ng for a range of Ex values between 0.4 and 3.2 MeV. The combination of the
Argonne v18 nucleon-nucleon and Illinois-2 three-nucleon interaction generally
gives the best overall agreement for light nuclei [22] and the corresponding values
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Exp QMC
Fig. 5.2: Experimental excitation energies in 7He (left) in comparison with the
QMC calculated values (right). Hatched area: width of the states.
are included in Tab. 5.1. A comparison of the experimentally established and
theoretically calculated excitation energies for the low-lying states in 7He can be
seen in Fig. 5.2. The prediction for the 1/2− state is about 1.5 MeV higher than
the experimental finding. Of course, if the 1/2− state had an excitation energy
close to the resonance at Ex = 2.9 MeV these could not be separated in the
present experiment, but the excess of cross section at low energies would remain
unexplained.
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6 Spectroscopic factor of the ground state
Spectroscopic factors are basic quantities characterizing the single-particle nature
of nuclear excitations and therefore serve as an important test of wave functions
calculated with recently developed ab initio methods. In particular, predictions
from Green’s function Monte Carlo calculations [23] are available [83] for the neu-
tron spectroscopic factors Sn of the lowest J
pi = 3/2− and 1/2− states in 7He,
respectively: Sn(3/2
−) = 0.527(4) and Sn(1/2−) = 0.873(6). It can also be com-
pared to the classical nuclear shell-model calculations. The corresponding values
within the Cohen and Kurath model [81] are 0.591 and 0.685, respectively. The-
re are also the fermionic molecular dynamics FMD [87] calculations predicting
Sn(3/2
−) = 0.53. Using the (d,2He) reaction with good energy resolution one can
provide new information about the g.s. resonance parameters and then in the
frame of an R-matrix analysis obtain the neutron spectroscopic factor, assuming
that the Jpi = 3/2− ground state of 7He can be described as 6He⊗ν1p3/2 configu-
ration. The analysis consists of two steps: subtraction of background under the
resonance and deconvolution of the experimental data because of the finite energy
resolution, and a single-level R-matrix analysis of the deconvoluted resonance.
6.1 Deconvolution
As already mentioned above, the ground state of 7He is unbound by Er = 0.445 MeV
with respect to the 6He + n threshold [73]. The low-energy region up to resonance
energy Er = 2.5 MeV is shown in Fig. 6.1. The spectrum is summed over the an-
gular region Θcm = 0
◦− 4◦ in order to obtain good statistics. The Jpi = 3/2− g.s.
resonance clearly stands out. However, the experimental data show a background
contribution below the resonance peak. This needs to be subtracted before app-
lying an one-level R-matrix analysis to obtain the observed reduced width from
which one can determine the spectroscopic factor.
The decomposition of the spectrum has been already discussed in Section 4.6 whe-
re three different analyses have been presented [see Figs. 4.11(a) and Figs. 4.14(b,c)].
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Fig. 6.1: Low-energy part of the 7Li(d,2He) spectrum. Dashed line: background
contribution. Solid line: ground state fit function and total fit.
The dashed line in Fig. 6.1 is a sum of the resonances and quasifree channels con-
tributions except the ground state. Here, as an example, only a case presented
in Fig. 4.14(b) is shown. It is not important which analysis is used for the de-
termination of the ratio – ground state versus the ’rest’. Moreover, the results
of the analyses differ less than 2% from each other. It is clear that there is a
systematical error in the fitting, in particular, due to the modelling of the 6He
+ n quasifree scattering and experimental uncertainties of the known resonances
(2.9 MeV and 5.8 MeV). Investigating the experimental limits of the parameters
for both resonances the systematic error is estimated to be of the order of 10%.
The experimental energy resolution of ∆E ' 150 keV (FWHM) requires a de-
convolution of the g.s. resonance line shape. Using the spectrum as a discrete
representation of the measured line shape, the problem reduces to solving a sy-
stem of linear equations
u(Ei) =
k=m/2∑
k=−m/2
w(Ei − Ek)r(Ek)δE . (6.1)
Here, w(E) stands for the true spectral shape and r(E) for the instrumental
resolution function. The index i runs from 1 to m + 1, and δE = Em+1 − Em.
For n measured data points m = n− 1. Since the u(Ei) are noisy because of the
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Fig. 6.2: Deconvoluted experimental cross section and fit with the R-matrix one-
level resonance (solid line). The dashed line indicates zero cross section.
Width of instrumental resolution function (FWHM) is 150 keV.
experimental error, the resulting system of linear equations is unstable, leading to
unpredictable errors in the solutions w(Em). Stabilization might be achieved by
using Tikhonov’s regularization method [88, 89]. Alternatively, Eq. (6.1) can be
solved by calculating the Fourier transform of the background subtracted fitted
spectra and applying the Fourier convolution theorem. Since both methods are
linear procedures, the results should be identical, and this was indeed observed.
The Tikhonov regularization method was preferred because the input data are
the noisy measured data, and the output is a set of deconvoluted noisy data which
enter directly the R-matrix analysis without use of interpolating functions. The
result of the deconvolution can be seen in Fig. 6.2. The fit was performed with
the package ’Nonlinear Fit’ [90] of Mathematica 5.1.
For the instrumental function r(E) a normalized Gaussian with a width σ de-
termined by the experiment has been used. The experimental uncertainties are
dominated by variations of the experimental resolution ∆E during the experi-
ment, which were measured to be ±10 keV. For this purpose the 12C(d,2He)12B
measurements were performed. The energy resolution was determined from the
12B ground state. The resulting true width of the g.s. resonance of 7He can be
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determined from the deconvoluted spectrum with the result Γ = 183(22) keV
(FWHM). This value is considerably larger comparing with Γ = 150(20) keV
from the literature [73].
6.2 R-matrix analysis
The R-matrix analysis procedure is described in details in Section 2.7. Table
6.1 summarizes results for Eres, γ
2
sp, γ
2
obs and the extracted spectroscopic factor
Sn at representative values of the channel radius rmatch. Results are presented
for the estimated range of the instrumental energy resolution FWHM = 140 -
160 keV, and for three different matching radii rmatch in the vicinity of the optimal
one, rmatch = 4.0 fm. The rmatch varied between 3.5 fm and 4.5 fm in order to
estimate the dependence of the results on the choice of the Woods-Saxon potential
parameters. Using the optimal matching radius and averaging the results for the
different estimated experimental resolutions with equal weight, one obtains as
the result of the analysis for the 7He ground state spectroscopic factor Sn =
0.64 ± 0.09 which is slightly larger than the GFMC and FMD predictions but
agrees within uncertainties with a shell-model calculation based on the Cohen
Tab. 6.1: Results of the R-matrix analysis of the deconvoluted experimental cross
section in the reaction 7Li(d,2He)7He: resonance energy (Eres), single-
particle (γ2sp) and observed (γ
2
obs) reduced widths, and neutron spectros-
copic factor (Sn) for representative values of the channel radius rmatch.
The quoted errors result from the experimental uncertainties.
rmatch Eres γ
2
sp γ
2
obs Sn
(fm) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV)
3.5 0.442 2.951 1.767(20) 0.60(9)
4.0 0.442 1.748 1.145(13) 0.64(9)
4.5 0.442 1.187 0.802(9) 0.67(9)
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and Kurath interaction.
Thus, the result suggests a large s.p. spectroscopic factor of the 7He ground state.
As a consequence, the ground state of 7He can be considered as a predominantly
single-particle neutron state.
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7 Continuum structure at higher ener-
gies
Clustering in light nuclei has an important influence on their structure. As a
possible building block an α - particle is considered because of its stable and
inert behaviour due to the strong binding of two protons and two neutrons. Ty-
pical examples are 8Be, which has an α− α dinuclear molecular structure in the
ground state and low-lying excited states, and 12C which has been identified as a
many-cluster 3-α structure. There are also systems which can not entirely decom-
posed into α - particle subunits, for example 6,7Li posses α+ d and α+ t cluster
structures, respectively. The experimental signatures of cluster states have been
traditionally investigated by selective excitation in α - transfer reactions.
For the 7Li(d,2He)7He reaction studied here, it means that there are excitations
possible not only due to the charge-exchange reaction in 7Li as a whole, but
also due to the intrinsic excitations of the clusters itself, in the present case an
α - particle and tritium. Two contributions from clusters in the 7He excitation
spectra are thus expected from charge-exchange quasifree reactions, occurring
either on a proton of the 4He or on the proton of the tritium. This corresponds
to the α+ 3n and t + t + n channels in Fig. 4.11, with the threshold energies
Ex = 0.53 MeV and Ex = 11.87 MeV, respectively. Using data from Refs. [74,75]
one can successfully describe the experimental spectra (see Section 4.6).
Another possible excitation of the α - particle in 7Li is the resonance structure at
Ex = 20.2
+0.9
−1.2 MeV excitation energy with a width Γ = 7.3
+0.6
−0.3 MeV (Fig. 4.11)
which was already observed in other charge-exchange reactions [70–72]. Yamagata
et al. [71] searched for an excitation of an α - cluster, namely, the isovector giant
dipole resonance (GDR) of 4He in 7Li by using the 7Li(p,p′) reaction at 300 MeV
and the analog of the GDR of the α - cluster in 7He by the 7Li(7Li,7Be) reaction
at 455 MeV [72]. The data, as mentioned above, suggest that the resonance at
Ex ≈ 20 MeV is a candidate for the GDR in an α - cluster. The excitation energy
and the width of the resonance observed in nuclear reactions like (7Li,7Be), (n,p),
(d,2He) is very similar to those for the GDR in 4He observed in the 4He(γ,n)
data [91]. All reactions mentioned above are selective for isovector excitations
with spin-transfer ∆S = 0 and ∆S = 1, whereas the (d,2He) reaction has a pure
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Fig. 7.1: Experimental angular distribution of the transition to the level at Ex =
20.0 MeV in 7He from the present experiment (full circles, error bars are
statistical only) in comparison with data (open circles) from Ref. [72].
spin-flip (∆S = 1) character. The GDR can be excited via both spin-flip and non-
spin-flip transitions although non-spin-flip parts usually dominate. In the recent
work of Ref. [72] it was reported that the investigated higher-lying resonance in
7He is assigned to the dipole resonance with spin-transfer components ∆S = 0
and ∆S = 1. The contribution of each component is found to be approxima-
tely the same. This means that in the 7Li(d,2He)7He only the ∆S = 1 part of
the GDR is observed, because of the selectivity of the reaction. In Fig. 7.1 re-
markable agreement is observed comparing the differential cross sections of the
Ex ≈ 20 MeV resonance structure from present (d,2He) data with the ∆S = 1
cross sections measured in the (7Li,7Be) reaction [72]. The angular distributions
of the prominent structure at Ex ≈ 20 MeV (full circles in Fig. 7.1) is flat and
almost constant over the whole angular range available in the present experiment.
No conclusion about the spin is possible, because such an behaviour can be des-
cribed with any combination of the partial ∆L = 1 and ∆L = 3 DWBA angular
distributions for Jpi = 1/2+, 3/2+, 5/2+ (assuming a GDR excitation).
To summarize, the broad structure at high excitation energies in 7He consists of
two parts, both attributed to excitations in the α - cluster. As already mentioned,
the first one results from the quasifree knockout reaction in 4He which leads
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to the t + t + n channel [74, 75] with a centroid at Ex = 16.4 MeV and the
second resonance at about 20 MeV is interpreted as an analog of the giant dipole
resonance [70–72] in the α - cluster.
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8 Summary and outlook
A search for the p1/2 spin-orbit partner of the
7He ground state has been performed
utilizing the properties of GT transitions selectively excited in the 7Li(d,2He)7He
reaction at zero degrees. The data do not support a narrow 1/2− resonance at
Ex = 0.56(10) MeV as claimed by Meister et al. [6], in agreement with conclu-
sions of Refs. [11, 12]. However, contrary to [11] the present results suggest a
resonance with parameters Ex = (1.45
+0.7
−0.5) MeV, Γ = (2.0
+1.0
−1.1) MeV partially
overlapping with the range of possible parameters deduced in [12] and as well
as those in [14]. A decomposition of the spectrum is performed taking into ac-
count known resonances and quasifree charge-exchange reactions on 7Li as well
as on triton and 4He clusters in the 7Li ground state. As discussed in detail in
Chapter 4, this finding depends sensitively on the modelling of the 6He + n qua-
sifree scattering contribution to the spectra. The choice of the parametrization
described in [61] is justified by the good description of an analogous measurement
of the 6Li(d,2He)6He reaction in a kinematical regime where the quasifree cross
sections dominate.
The B(GT) strengths to the lowest states in 7He, extracted from the 0◦ cross
sections after a decomposition of the spectra including this additional resonance,
are in excellent agreement with Quantum Monte Carlo calculations. Further tests
of these results may be provided by studies employing the (d,p) reaction with a
radioactive 6He beam [10, 15]. Also, alternative theoretical approaches like the
Gamow shell model [92–94] or fermionic molecular dynamics [87] may help to
clarify the question of the p-shell spin-orbit splitting in 7He.
Using the present measurement of the 7Li(d,2He)7He reaction with good energy
resolution, the neutron single-particle spectroscopic factor Sn of the
7He ground
state was extracted by an R-matrix analysis. The width that results from the
deconvolution of the spectrum is Γ = 183(22) keV (FWHM). The spectroscopic
factor obtained from the experimental data is in agreement with predictions from
Cohen and Kurath but slightly larger than recent ab initio Green’s function Monte
Carlo calculations of Pieper andWiringa as well as those from fermionic molecular
dynamics model.
Physics of exotic nuclei is a very intriguing branch of modern physics. The recent
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development of radioactive beam facilities and theoretical methods has opened
new perspectives in the investigation of the peculiar properties of drip-line nuclei.
The exploration of the extreme regions of the mass table is just at the beginning
and much remains to be discovered.
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PART II:
Measurement
of the Deuteron Electrodisintegration
under 180◦ at the S-DALINAC
9 Introduction
Primordial nucleosynthesis (Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis, BBN) provides a test of
cosmological models and constrains cosmological key parameters, such as average
density of matter in the universe, baryon density, number of light neutrino species
etc. [95]. The Standard Big-Bang model of cosmology is the simplest, based on
the observed large-scale isotropy and homogeneity of the universe. Cosmological
models can be tested by comparing predicted light element abundances with
observed abundances. It is known, that primordial nucleosynthesis created only
the first three light elements: hydrogen, helium and lithium. No elements heavier
than beryllium were produced because there is no stable nucleus with 8 nucleons,
so there was a bottleneck in the nucleosynthesis, that stopped the process there.
The synthesis of the light elements (D, 3He, 4He and 7Li) is determined by events
occurring in the times from t ≈ 1 to t ≈ 1000 s in the history of the universe
when temperatures went down from T ≈ 1000 K or higher to T ≈ 100 K. A
small part of the reaction network of the primordial nucleosynthesis is shown
in Fig. 9.1. As is shown, the nucleosynthesis chain begins with the formation
of deuterium in the p(n,γ)d reaction which is known to create all deuterium in
the early universe. The cross section of this process is necessary to estimate the
production yields of primordial light elements. Deuterium (D) abundance provides
direct information on the baryon density in the early universe, what makes D a
perfect ’baryometer’ [96–98]. However, deuterium is fragile and is destroyed in
stars even before they reach the main sequence. Thus, local measurements, where
probably about 50% of the material has been through stars, do not directly reflect
its primeval abundances. The important synthesis-reaction p(n,γ)d takes place at
T < 0.3 MeV, when the photodestruction rate is lower than the production rate.
Knowing accurately the n-p capture cross section and using the experimental
value for the primeval deuterium number density would allow for an accurate
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Fig. 9.1: Part of the reaction chain in Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis from [95].
determination of the baryon density ΩBh
2 (h is the Hubble constant in units of
100 km s−1 Mpc−1).
With the baryon density at hand one can predict the abundances of the other
three light elements. As an example, Fig. 9.2 displays the contribution of various
primordial processes to the total uncertainty of the primordial 7Li abundance.
The largest uncertainty is associated with the p(n,γ)d reaction. The n-p capture
cross sections have been measured at thermal energies [99, 100], at 270 keV in
the center of mass (c.m.) and above, whereas in the Big-Bang energy region (20-
200 keV n-p c.m. equivalent energies) measurements have not been performed,
because neutron beams with low energy spread are not available.
The n-p capture cross section can also be inferred via detailed balance from deu-
teron photodisintegration experiments by using the γ-d cross section. The γ-d
cross section is easier to measure with high accuracy than the n-p process itself.
Thus, the experimental information obtained form the γ-d reaction in the thres-
hold energy region provides parameters used in evaluations of nucleosynthesis
in the early universe. Experimentally, the γ-d process has been recently studied
using quasimonoenergetic gamma-rays produced via laser-Compton backscatte-
ring [101, 102] for photon analyzing power measurements in the energy range
between 2.39 and 4.05 MeV. The γd → np cross sections measured at the ener-
gies relevant to the BBN in several experimental works [103–107] are summarized
in Fig. 9.3 together with recent theoretical calculations [108] within the frame-
work of effective field theory (EFT). Here, the result of the total theoretical cross
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Fig. 9.2: Uncertainties in the predicted 7Li abundance from the individual reac-
tions; from Ref. [96].
section is shown as solid line, and also separately the contributions from the M1
(dashed) and E1 (dotted) transition amplitudes. There also exists theoretical cal-
culations within the nucleon-nucleon potential model [109]. As one can see from
the Fig. 9.3, there are no data available at the energies below 2.3 MeV. It is
also important to emphasize that the contribution of the magnetic dipole (M1)
dominates over the electric dipole (E1) in the threshold energy region.
Very recent work of Nakayama [110] reports about a measurement of the charge-
exchange 2H(7Li,7Be) reaction at 0◦ with an energy resolution of '800 keV
(FWHM) to deduce the distribution of the B(M1) reduced transition strength
for the photodisintegration of the deuteron. However, it is necessary to measure
the M1 γ-d cross section in greater detail with good energy resolution to improve
the uncertainties in the BBN model predictions.
The first excited state (Ex = 2.2 MeV) of the deuteron is unbound by a few
hundred keV only and is excited from the ground state predominantly through
an isovector spin-flip M1 transition. Previous photodisintegration experiments
focused on the angular distributions as a method of extracting the relative E1
and M1 contributions. However, these distributions are most sensitive to the M1
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Fig. 9.3: Total cross section for the γd→ np process. The experimental data are
from [103]: open squares, [104]: open circles, [105]: filled squares, [106]: fil-
led circles and [107]: open triangles. Dashed and dotted curves in the
theoretical EFT calculations [108] represent the M1 and E1 contributi-
ons to the total cross section (solid line), respectively.
contribution near 0◦ and 180◦, where the measurements are difficult. Some earlier
electron scattering works [111,112] at 180◦ have been performed to study deute-
ron magnetic dipole desintegration at low-momentum transfer. These results are
summarized in Fig. 9.4. The triangles and circles show the 2H breakup spectrum
measured with an electron initial energy of 41.5 MeV [111] and 56.4 MeV [112],
respectively. However, as one can see from the figure, the resolution was relatively
low (not better than 200 keV).
The system for 180◦ electron scattering at the superconducting Darmstadt elec-
tron linear accelerator S-DALINAC [113] is an ideal place to measure the M1
breakup cross section with good energy resolution. At 180◦ the transversal con-
tribution to the electron scattering cross section remains finite, whereas the lon-
gitudinal part vanishes, greatly suppressing the background and increasing the
sensitivity for transverse transitions. Thus, electron scattering at 180◦ serves as
a ’spin filter’ so that magnetic transitions, which are of purely transverse nature,
are strongly enhanced while the elastic radiative tail is largely suppressed [114].
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Fig. 9.4: Deuteron electrodisintegration spectra at 180◦ for E0 = 41.5 MeV [111]
(triangles) and for E0 = 56.4 MeV [112] (circles).
The second part of the present work is structured as follows. Information about
experimental techniques is provided in Chapter 10. Chapter 11 gives an overview
of the data analysis, presents the experimental findings and a comparison of the
experimental cross sections with theoretical calculations. In Chapter 12 a short
summary and outlook are given.
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10 Experimental procedure
10.1 S-DALINAC
The superconducting Darmstadt electron linear accelerator S-DALINAC is in
operation at the Institute for Nuclear Physics of Darmstadt Universiy of Techno-
logy since 1991 [113]. It is used for experiments on nuclear and radiation physics
with energies between 2.5 and 120 MeV. The electrons are emitted from a cathode
and then accelerated electrostatically to an energy of 250 keV. The required time
structure of the electron beam for radio-frequency acceleration in a 3 GHz field is
prepared by a chopper/prebuncher system operating at room temperature. The
superconducting injector linac consists of one 2-cell, one 5-cell, and two standard
20-cell Niobium structures, cooled to a temperature of 2 K by liquid helium. When
leaving the injector, the beam has an energy up to 10 MeV and can be used for
nuclear resonance fluorescence experiments [115]. Alternatively it can be bent by
180◦, and injected into the main accelerator section. This superconducting linac
has eight 20-cell cavities which provide an energy gain of up to 40 MeV. After
passing through the main linac the electron beam may be extracted towards the
experimental hall or it can be reinjected twice into the main linac using two sepa-
rated recirculating beam transport systems. After acceleration the electron beam
is delivered to several experimental facilities, schematically shown in Fig. 10.1.
A wide range of electron scattering experiments is carried out using a large solid
angle and momentum acceptance magnetic spectrometer of QCLAM type [116]
or with a high-resolution magnetic spectrometer of energy-loss type [117,118].
10.2 QCLAM spectrometer and 180◦ facility
The 180◦ system was brought into operation in 1994 [119, 120]. Compared to
previous 180-degree systems the present device shows a number of exceptional
features: a very large momentum acceptance; the ability to reconstruct both ho-
rizontal and vertical components of the scattering angle for each event, which
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Fig. 10.1: The superconducting Darmstadt electron linear accelerator S - DALI-
NAC with experimental facilities.
allows both the definition of solid angle and the ability to check the angular ali-
gnment; a large solid angle acceptance which may be reduced by software cuts
in the data analysis. The QCLAM spectrometer [116] consists of two elements:
a clamshell-type dipole magnet with a deflection angle of 120◦ and a quadrupole
magnet which provides additional transverse focusing to increase the solid an-
gle acceptance. The magnetic spectrometer is coupled to a scattering chamber
through a sliding seal. This allows one to vary the angle between 25◦ and 155◦
without breaking the vacuum. Thus, the angular distributions of the electrons
can be measured.
The properties of the 180◦ system can be summarized as follows
• maximum central momentum 95 MeV/c
• momentum acceptance ±10%
• horizontal opening angle ±60 mrad
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QCLAMSpectrometer
Fig. 10.2: Schematic view of the 180◦ facility
• vertical opening angle ±40 mrad
• solid angle 9.6 msr
• intrinsic momentum resolution 2×10−4.
The Darmstadt 180◦ system is illustrated in Fig. 10.2. The first part is a chicane
consisting of three magnets with circular poles. Each magnet bends the incident
beam by 25◦. The most important part of the beam transport in 180◦ mode is
a ’separation magnet’, located in the center of the scattering chamber between
target and spectrometer. The ’separation magnet’ deflects the beam back to its
original direction and onto the target. The target is shifted 16.5 cm downstream
from the center of the scattering chamber. Backscattered electrons are deflected
by the ’separation magnet’ to a finite angle where the spectrometer is placed. After
traversing the target, the beam travels to a Faraday cup, where the electron beam
current is integrated to determine the number of incident electrons. In order to
refocus the beam after multiple scattering in the target, a quadrupole doublet
is located immediately downstream of the scattering chamber. The quadrupole
magnets are mounted on rails so that their position can be easily adjusted.
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The focal-plane detection system [121] consists of three multi-wire drift chambers,
a thin plastic scintillation counter and a plexiglass Cherenkov detector. Two drift
chambers, X1 and X2, measure the position in the dispersive direction (x di-
rection) and intersection angles. The wires in the third chamber (Y chamber)
are rotated by 26.6◦ with respect to the wires in X1 and X2 so that it is also
possible to determine intersection points in nondispersive direction. These data
allow a complete reconstruction of scattering angle and excitation energy. The
scintillator is serving as a trigger detector and a Cherenkov detector is used for
the background suppression.
10.3 Experiment
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Fig. 10.3: Examples of raw CD2(e,e
′) spectra measured at 180◦ at E0 = 27.8 MeV
(left) and E0 = 74 MeV (right).
For the measurements polyethylen foils enriched to 98% D2 with different thick-
nesses between 4.8 to 9.6 mg/cm2 were used. The elastic lines of H, D and 12C
are well separated in the spectrum by their respective recoil energies. Examp-
les of raw spectra are shown in Fig. 10.3. Data were taken for electron energies
E0 = 27.8(1) MeV and 74.0(1) MeV corresponding to momentum transfers q =
0.28 fm−1 and 0.73 fm−1. The spectrometer setting covered an excitation energy
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range Ex ≈ 0 - 5.0 MeV at E0 = 27.8(1) MeV and Ex ≈ 0 - 12.5 MeV at 74 MeV.
The energy resolution was ∆E ≈ 45 keV (FWHM) at lower electron beam energy
and ≈ 140 keV at 74 MeV incident electron energy. It was limited by the target
thickness and energy spread of the beam. Typical beam currents were 80 - 250 nA.
At higher currents (200-250 nA) a special target holder [122] was used. This was
necessary because the deuterium foils may evaporate and be destroyed rapidly if
they get too hot in the area of the beam spot. The target moved with a velocity of
few hundred rotations per minute both horizontally and vertically reproducing a
Lissajous figure on an area of 0.8×0.8 cm2. Also a 12C target and an empty frame
were put into the beam regularly. The 12C measurement served for the energy
calibration. With the empty-frame measurement instrumental background was
controlled.
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11 Results and discussion
11.1 Analysis of the spectrum
The following data analysis deals only with measurements performed with in-
cident electrons having an energy of 27.8 MeV. Data obtained at an incident
electron energy of 73.5 MeV will be analyzed in future.
An essential point for the success of the present experiment is the suppression
of the instrumental background. For this purpose a 20 MHz pulsed beam was
employed to distinguish between the electrons scattered off the target from those
of background sources (e.g. the Faraday cup or slit systems) by time-of-flight
(TOF) measurements. A macrostructure with a width of about 2 ns and repetition
rate of 20 MHz is imprinted on the usual 3 GHz time structure.
With this technique the signal-to-background ratio in the measured spectra could
be increased by up to an order of magnitude [123, 124]. Figure 11.1 presents a
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Fig. 11.1: Time of flight spectrum of the CD2(e,e
′) measured at E0 = 27.8 MeV
at 180◦.
sample spectrum of counts versus time of flight. The peak from the target is
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Fig. 11.2: Two-dimensional time-of-flight spectrum and a software cut applied to
the data (solid line).
visible around 40 ns and can be identified by putting an empty target into the
beam. An additional broad peak at about 30 ns results from different background
sources. Individual sources cannot be resolved with the present time structure
and resolution. According to previous investigations [123,124], however, the main
contributions come from the Faraday cup, the chicane, refocusing quadrupole
magnets and the slit system. With an electronic window on the target-related
events, the background is already reduced considerably.
Further improvement of the time resolution is achieved by correcting for the path-
length differences through the spectrometer. This technique allows one to make
more accurate time gates without contributions from nearest to the target back-
ground sources. They are stemming from electrons scattered off the poles of the
separating magnet and from the back wall of the scattering chamber surroun-
ding the beam line exit. Figure 11.2 shows a typical histogram of time of flight
versus excitation energy. To produce the histogram, gates on the vertical and ho-
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rizontal angles are taking into account, the corresponding procedure is described
further below. Making here a two-dimensional software cut on the true events the
background could be reduced by a factor of 5 in the present experiment.
Figure 11.3 depicts as an example a spectrum without (upper) and with (lower)
software cuts on the correct time of flight. Only a fraction of the background
remains, partly due to the radiative tails of the elastic lines; this illustrates the
advantage of 180◦ electron scattering.
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Fig. 11.3: Spectrum of the CD2(e,e
′) reaction at 180◦ without (top) and with
(bottom) time-of-flight corrections.
The intersection points and the intersection angle in the focal plane of the spectro-
meter are defined using a method developed in [121,125]. The relative momentum
deviation ∆p/pcent, the horizontal (ΘH) and the vertical scattering angle (ΘV )
can be determined from these parameters and are used to obtain the excitation
energy by the relation
Ex = E0 − c · pcent
(
∆p
pcent
)
− Trec −∆ETarget, (11.1)
where E0 is the beam energy, Trec is the recoil energy and ∆ETarget is the energy
loss in the target. The momentum of electrons on the reference trajectory through
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the spectrometer pcent is defined by the magnetic field of the spectrometer dipole
magnet. During the experiment the field is read out with a Hall probe with a
relative accuracy of 1×10−4 and is controlled by measuring the current in the
dipole magnet. The beam energy E0 can be determined from the accelerator
settings with an accuracy of only ±500 keV. Thus, E0 is reconstructed from the
position of the elastic line or prominent nuclear excitations with known excitation
energy in the spectrum.
In the 180◦ mode the vertical scattering angle is basically limited by the gap
of the separation magnet. Thus, within ∆p/p = 10% the vertical acceptance
is almost independent of the relative momentum deviation. In the right part
of Fig. 11.4 counts are presented as a function of the vertical angle. The cross
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Fig. 11.4: Distribution of the reconstructed horizontal (left) and vertical (right)
scattering angles with an excitation energy less than 100 keV for the
12C elastic line in CD2.
section, which is dominated by the elastic scattering on 12C, is minimal at an
angle 180◦. An excitation energy cut applied here for the 12C elastic line was less
than 100 keV. The decrease for vertical angle smaller than 177◦ and larger than
183◦ shows the acceptance limits due to the above mentioned finite aperture of
the separation magnet. Only counts inside the angular region 177◦ - 183◦ were
used in the analysis. The asymmetry appears because of a coupling of the vertical
angle acceptance to the horizontal scattering angle due to dispersive properties
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Fig. 11.5: Spectrum of the CD2(e,e
′) reaction at 180◦ and E0 = 27.8 MeV. The
spectrum is scaled by a factor of 1/4 for 12C elastic line.
of the ’separating magnet’ in the horizontal plane and due to a circular shape
of the spectrometer aperture. A minor contribution might also arise if the beam
passes not exactly perpendicular to the target and/or its position is not properly
adjusted. The horizontal angle ΘH is limited by the aperture of the QCLAM
spectrometer and by the size of the detector system. Thus, acceptance depends
on the momentum deviation ∆p/pcent. There are also electric transitions in the
observed excitation energy region, whose cross section is very sensitive to the
changes in the scattering angle. Thus, a software cut independent on the ∆p/pcent
was applied for ΘH in order to obtain a constant solid-angle acceptance in the
whole spectrum and a fixed effective scattering angle. The horizontal angle like
the vertical angle was limited to the region 177◦ - 183◦ resulting in a solid angle
acceptance of 9.47 msr. Figure 11.5 displays the CD2 excitation energy spectrum
including all cuts and corrections. Here, the 12C elastic line, the deuteron and
hydrogen elastic lines, and the breakup of the deuteron are observed.
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11.2 Determination of the cross sections
Differential cross sections here calculated for the deuteron only. It can be deter-
mined absolutely by the following expression
d2σ
dΩdEx
=
A
TNA
e
Qeff
N∆Ex,∆Ω
∆Ex∆Ω
[
µb
srMeV
]
. (11.2)
Here
• N : number of events in the excitation energy bin ∆Ex and the solid angle
acceptance ∆Ω
• A: target mass [g/mol]
• T : target thickness [mg/cm2]
• NA: Avogadro number [1/mol]
• e: electron charge [C]
• Qeff : accumulated charge corrected for dead time [C]
• ∆Ex: energy bin [MeV]
• ∆Ω: solid angle acceptance [sr].
Under Θ = 180◦ elastic scattering is strongly suppressed for targets with ground
state Jpi = 0+. Since the effective scattering angle Θeff was about 177.5
◦ in the ex-
periment, the 12C elastic line is still visible in the spectrum. It might thus be used
for relative normalization of the deuteron inelastic scattering cross section. Since
Θeff can, however, be determined only with the uncertainty of approximately
0.1◦ [123], this leads to a systematic error of more than 10% in the extracted ela-
stic cross section (e.g. in 12C). However, the deuteron ground state has Jpi = 1+.
This means that the elastic cross section is mainly of transverse character at
Θeff = 177.5
◦. Thus, a rather precise relative normalization of the inelastic cross
section is possible by using the deuteron elastic line. The elastic cross section is
usually determined [126] by two structure functions A(q2) and B(q2)
dσ
dΩ
=
dσ
dΩMott
[
A(q2) + B(q2) tan2
(
Θ
2
)]
, (11.3)
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Fig. 11.6: Elastic deuteron structure functions A(q2) (left) and B(q2) (right) as
functions of the momentum transfer. The solid lines show a fit to the
experimental data (circles) taken from [127]. The stars represent the
values extracted for the calculation of the cross section in the present
experiment.
where dσ/dΩMott is the Mott cross section and Θ is the scattering angle. The
structure functions A and B are well measured [127] for the momentum trans-
fer q2 > 0.25 fm−2. The extrapolation of these data to the present case (q2
= 0.078 fm−2) is shown in Fig. 11.6. The difference between the absolutely cal-
culated cross sections from Eq. (11.2) and that determined through the relative
normalization from Eq. (11.3) is 6% only, well within the respective error bars.
Because of the small mass of the electron, a serious disadvantage of the electron
scattering is the generated radiation. It results in a broadening of the lines and
radiation tails which appear in any spectral peak. There is a big advantage of 180◦
scattering that generally the intensities of the tail backgrounds are comparable
for elastic and inelastic peaks. The first of the radiative corrections, the Schwinger
correction, accounts for the loss of the peak area due to those electrons degraded
because of the emission of real soft photons as well as emission and absorption
of virtual photons of any energy. Bremsstrahlung corrections take into account
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effects which cause an asymmetric distortion of the peak due to small angle
scattering from electrons and nuclei other than the scattering nucleus. The third
effect, Landau straggling, describes the broadening of the peak due to the losses
of energy from atomic excitation and ionisation. Thus, the cross section should
be multiplied by correction factors
dσ
dΩ
=
dσexp
dΩ
exp(δS + δB)
(
1
1− δI
)
. (11.4)
The value δS stands for the Schwinger correction, δB for bremsstrahlung and δI
for ionisation corrections. A detailed description of these corrections can be found
in [126, 128, 129]. At 180◦ the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron con-
tributes to the radiative correction to scattering by a charge. This effect slightly
increases the Schwinger correction. An explicit formula for the Schwinger correc-
tion to both charge and magnetic scattering was given by Borie [130] and used
for the present calculation. The total correction factor is as large as 36%, where
the largest contribution comes from the Schwinger correction.
The measured cross sections contain not only statistical but also the following
systematic errors which contribute to the total uncertainty in the determination
of the cross sections:
• Uncertainty in the determination of the accumulated charge in the Faraday
cup (5%)
• Error in the dead-time correction (2%)
• Target inhomogenity (5%)
• Inaccuracy in the solid angle (7%).
The errors although being systematic once were treated as independent of each
other and therefore can be added quadratically giving the total systematic error
of approximately 10%.
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11.3 Decomposition of the spectrum
A decomposition of the CD2 spectrum into individual peaks and background
(Fig. 11.7) has been performed using the program FIT [69]. The line shape of the
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E0 = 27.8 MeV
Q = 180°
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DE = 45 keV FWHM
Fig. 11.7: Spectrum of the CD2(e,e
′) reaction at 180◦ and E0 = 27.8 MeV. Solid
lines: adjusted model functions for each individual peak and resulting
fit. Dashed line: background function determined by the empty target
frame measurements.
elastic lines has been described by a special function, which takes into account the
radiative tail as well as a Gaussian line shape due to the detector response [123].
y = y0 ·

exp[−C(x− x0)2/σ21] x < x0
exp[−C(x− x0)2/σ22] x0 < x ≤ x0 + ησ2
A/(B + x− x0)γ x > x0 + ησ2.
(11.5)
It consists of three smoothly connected parts: a Gaussian rising flank of width
σ1, a Gaussian dropping flank of width σ2 and a hyperbolic function simulating
the radiative tail. The symbol x0 denotes the energy of the peak maximum, y0
is the value at the peak maximum, η is the starting point of the radiative tail
in units σ2 and γ is the exponent of the hyperbolic function. The factors A, B
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and C result from the condition of the smoothly differentiable connection of the
individual functions at the interconnection points x0 and x0 + ησ2. The same
line shape, but with different parameters, has been applied to fit the breakup
of the deuteron. The shape and the magnitude of the instrumental background
was determined by the empty frame measurements during the experiment and
approximated in the spectrum with a polynomial. All lines and the background
have been fitted simultaneously.
11.4 Discussion
In the next step of the analysis the elastic radiative tails and the instrumental
background have been subtracted from the inelastic spectrum. In spite of good
energy resolution the spectrum of the deuteron breakup still should be deconvolu-
ted in order to obtain the correct line shape. The instrumental response function
has been expected to be a Gaussian function with a width of 45 keV (FWHM).
The deconvolution procedure has been described in Chapter 6.1. Also in this case
it was observed, that both, Fourier transform and Tikhonov’s regularization me-
thods furnish identical results. The spectrum before and after the deconvolution
is shown in Fig. 11.8.
The cross sections were then multiplied by the radiative correction factor in each
energy bin of the inelastic continuum and compared with theoretical calculations
for the electrodisintegration of the deuteron based on a phenomenological nucleon-
nucleon potential (Bonn-B) provided by Arenho¨vel [131, 132]. Meson exchange
currents and isobar configurations are included in the calculations. An excellent
agreement of the experimental magnetic dipole disintegration cross sections with
theoretical predictions is observed, as can be seen in Fig. 11.9.
There are also effective field theory [134] calculations of d(e,e′p)n coincidence
cross sections at 180◦. The results described in [134] show a perfect agreement
with the potential model calculations in the same kinematical regime. Thus, one
can expect, that future calculations [133,135] of the inclusive d(e,e′) cross sections
might also give good agreement with the present experimental data.
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Fig. 11.8: Solid line: deuteron electrodisintegration spectrum at 180◦ for E0
= 27.8 MeV with an energy resolution ∆E = 45 keV FWHM. Das-
hed line: deconvoluted spectrum.
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Fig. 11.9: Solid line: deconvoluted deuteron spectrum at 180◦ for E0 = 27.8 MeV
with experimental uncertainties (hatched area). Dashed line: theoreti-
cal calculations based on phenomenological nucleon-nucleon potential
(Bonn-B) [131].
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Fig. 11.10: Dashed line: deuteron electrodisintegration spectrum at 180◦ for E0
= 27.8 MeV. Solid line: excitation energy spectrum of the 2H(d,2He)
reaction at Θ = 0◦ (see Ref. [136] for further details).
The charge-exchange (d,2He) reaction used in the first part of the present thesis
to study the exotic 7He nucleus has also been utilized [136] to investigate the 2H
system. Taken from that work the excitation energy spectrum of the 2H(d,2He)2n
reaction measured at zero-degree is shown in Fig. 11.10 (solid line) together with
the 180◦ deuteron electrodisintegration spectrum from the present experiment
(dashed line) normalized on the respective maxima of the cross sections. Excellent
agreement between their shapes is observed. This is a quite remarkable finding
since these two reactions are based on totally different types of interaction. It is
known that the (d,2He) reaction induces exclusively isovector spin-flip excitations.
From the above mentioned agreement it becomes evident that also in the 2H(e,e′)
reaction at 180◦ at low-momentum transfer the M1 contribution dominates in the
measured breakup cross section.
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11.5 Extraction of the astrophysical np −→ dγ
cross section
Under the simplifying assumption that the deuteron electrodisintegration cross
section measured at 180◦ is exclusively described by a magnetic dipole (M1)
transition, one can extract the form factor
dσ(180◦)
dΩ
=
e2
2E21
E3
E1
q2
M2d
[GM(q
2)]2, (11.6)
where E1 and E3 are respectively the energies of the incident and scattered elec-
tron, GM is the deuteron magnetic form factor, Md denotes the deuteron mass,
and q is the four momentum transfer. From the definition of magnetic cross sec-
tion [137] for scattering at an angle Θ and for a momentum transfer q
dσ
dΩ
(Θ, q) =
dσ
dΩMott
VTF
2
T(q) (11.7)
=
dσ
dΩMott
q2
6M2d
[GM(q
2)]2
[
1 + 2
(
1 +
q2
4M2d
)
tan2
(
Θ
2
)]
.
Here, dσ/dΩMott is the Mott cross section and VT is the transversal kinematic
factor. From this expression one can extract the form factor
F 2T(q) =
q2
3M2d
[GM(q
2)]2. (11.8)
In order to extrapolate the form factor obtained in the electron scattering to the
photon point, one needs also the data measured at higher energy (E0 = 74 MeV).
Using the two data points from the present experiment together with data from
the literature [127], an extrapolation procedure similar to that described in Sec-
tion 11.2 can be invoked. The B(M1) strength is calculated from the following
equation
B(M1, q) =
9
2q2
F 2T(q). (11.9)
Since the absorption cross sections are proportional to the radiative widths, one
obtaines the widths from
Γγ(↑) = 0.01157E3γB(M1, ↑), (11.10)
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with
Γγ(↓) = (2j0 + 1)
(2jx + 1)
Γγ(↑). (11.11)
For the deuteron case the spin of the ground state j0 = 1, and the spin of the
investigated excited state at Ex = 2.2 MeV is assumed to be jx = 0. Thus, one
can write
Γγ(↓) = 3Γγ(↑). (11.12)
For the radiative capture of neutrons the absorption cross section is written as
σ = piλ¯
(2jR + 1)
(2ja + 1)(2jb + 1)
1
(E − ER)2 + 14Γ2
ΓnΓγ, (11.13)
where ja = jb = 1/2 are the spins of the nucleons and jR = 0 is the spin of the
resonance, and λ¯ is defined as
λ¯ =
Ma +Mb
Mb
h¯√
2MaEL
. (11.14)
In the present case the values Ma,Mb are the nucleon masses and the EL is the
kinetic energy in the laboratory frame. At the continuum in the excitation energy
spectrum one can set E = ER and Γ is equal to the bin width. One can also set
Γ = Γn, because the predominant decay mode is the elastic channel. The cross
section then looks like
σ = piλ¯2
4 · (2jR + 1)
(2ja + 1)(2jb + 1)
Γγ(↓)
Γ
. (11.15)
During the period of interest (see Section 9) the nucleons are nonrelativistic.
Assuming that both proton and neutron are distributed according to the Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution for temperature T , the np→ dγ reaction rate is expressed
in terms of the cross section by
〈σv〉 =
(
8
piµ
)1/2 ∫
σ(E)exp(−E/kT )dE, (11.16)
where µ is the reduced mass.
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12 Summary and outlook
Electron scattering at 180◦ provides numerous advantages for the study of nuclear
structure, in particular magnetic excitations in nuclei. The M1 cross section of the
deuteron breakup has been precisely measured close to threshold with good energy
resolution of ∆E = 45 keV (FWHM) using the d(e,e′) reaction at 180◦ for E0 =
27.8 MeV. Data were also taken at higher electron energy E0 = 74 MeV and will be
analyzed in the near future. From this electrodisintegration cross section one can
infer in a further analysis the astrophysically relevant cross section for np −→ dγ
process which in turn provides information about abundances of light elements
in Big-Bang nucleosynthesis. Data are in excellent agreement with theoretical
calculations based on a phenomenological nucleon-nucleon potential (Bonn-B),
and inclusion of meson-exchange currents and isobar configurations. It would be
also of interest to compare the data with effective field theory calculations which
are now in progress.
The d(e,e′) data obtained close to the threshold can make an important contri-
bution to the Gerasimov-Drell-Hearn (GDH) sum rule. GDH connects an energy
weighted integral of spin-polarized photoabsorption cross section with the an-
omalous magnetic moment of the target [138]. Since the magnetic moment of the
deuteron is very small, the absolute value of the integral is also small. At higher
energies it can be estimated by the incoherent sum of quasifree production from
the individual nucleons in the deuteron that means that this contribution is large
and positive. This can be cancelled by large negative contribution at lower ener-
gies dominated by the breakup peak. It is expected that the GDH sum rule is
dominated by the M1 component of the cross section near the breakup threshold.
This means that the measured cross sections can be directly related to the sum
rule [139].
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A Double-differential cross sections for
the 7Li(d,2He) reaction
The double-differential cross sections for the 7Li(d,2He) reaction for various scat-
tering angles have been calculated in Section 4.4 and are listed in the following
table. The values are given in [µb / (sr MeV)]. The errors are statistical only.
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